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Ftm Ike Headmati&i
It happens every year. I don't know why I'm surprised that it does
because I prepare for it. I even SAY that it will happen long before it

actually does. Way back in September, at the first assembly of the

school year, I always say that our time at Stanstead College will pass
by in a flash and before we know it, the school year will be over. I

mean, I KNOW that it's going to happen! But.. .I'm still never ready
for it.

Every year when Baccalaureate rolls around in late June, I'm

completely stunned that the year has passed by so quickly. How did

we get from the excitement of the first few days in September, Day at

the Lake and the spectacular colours of autumn to the long cold and
snowy days of winter to more sunshine and the goodbyes that come
with spring? What happened?

Well, after 10 years as headmaster of this school I can tell you with

absolute certainty... that I don't know! But fortunately, I have loads of

memories to think back on. This yearbook is full of those kinds of

memories. A huge thank you to Mr. Murray and his team for putting

this publication together. It's always a thrill to flip through the pages
and recall the special moments, the accomplishments, the laughs

and the fun that are part of every school year. I hope that you'll feel

the same way when you turn the pages here.

This was definitely a super year, and you were a wonderful group.

I've spent countless hours trying to come up with words to describe

the 2014-15 student body and after much research, soul searching

and reflection I've some up with the following: "Easy Peasy Lemon
Squeezy!" Actually, Kiefer's mom said that, and I borrowed it from
her.

Anyway, those words are perfectly appropriate. You were a fantastic

group of students. You were very easy to work with, and I truly

appreciated how well you treated each other and the positive energy
you brought to every aspect of Spartan life. Thank you, and keep
doing that!

Please enjoy this year's Spectrum. Congratulations to all of our

graduates who we hope to see at Homecoming and at our alumni
reunions.

Take care of each other and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Published in Canada Printed in USA



Ftm Ike EdUm
First I'd like to thank my yearbook group for all the great work and

effort they've put into this awesome book, and special thanks to Mr.

Murray for giving me the opportunity to take charge this year and for

all the help, since I have never done this before!

Also, thanks to all the students for getting involved in all the activities

throughout the year, which allowed for all the fantastic photos! And a

thank you to everyone for making this 2014-2015 school year such a

memorable one!

Finally, I would like to wish everyone who is returning a great year,

and wish all the grads good luck in everything they do from here on

out!

jCyaum Cawuilhm

Ftm Ike Head Ptefecto
Time flies by faster than we can imagine. It

seems like just yesterday that I was a young

Grade 9 kid in Bugbee. I remember something

from my favourite TV show. An older man was
giving a young man his pocket watch. As he

passed on the heirloom, he said that the more
he checked the watch, the less he knew what

time it was. We spend too much time worrying

about holding onto time that we forget to enjoy

it. The secret, I found, is to think like a child.

Just remember what it was like to be a young

child. It took forever for your birthday, or

summer, or your favourite holiday to get here.

You seemed to have all the time in the world.

Children have the secret figured out. We just

have to think like children and enjoy our time.

I’ve been reflecting on how great my life

turned out, how happy I’ve come to be.

I’ve realized all the small things do

matter, all the little things that my friends

do when I just can’t handle all the

pressure. I truly believe that Stanstead

College made me grow into a better

person. People are so kind that it forces

you to be kind too. You see your role

models helping with a school event,

which encourages you to do so.

Stanstead helped me see the

advantages of being here and helped

me see how blessed I am. These are all

the little things that make Stanstead

College worth every day of your life.

One memory I have from being a child is playing with Play-

Doh. You can shape Play-Doh into whatever you want as

long as you have the inspiration. The same goes for writing a

song. You can create whatever masterpiece you want with

enough creativity. That’s what your future is like. Only you

can shape or compose your future, but you can make it into

whatever you want. That is by far the most valuable lesson

that I have learned here at Stanstead College.

Health. Wisdom. Integrity. That is the motto of Stanstead

College. It’s written on the shield, which couldn’t be more

appropriate. The shield was the most important and symbolic

possession that a Spartan had. As the saying goes, a

Spartan would return from battle either with his shield or on it.

To us, that motto is our shield. So, Spartans, when you leave

here, remember to take your shield with you.

Jowli Hcfotwm-'Bmw

One of the biggest challenges I have ever faced in my
life was being able to stay at a boarding school at 1

1

years old. I knew from the moment I left that everything

was going to change but I knew that my parents were

doing this for my benefit. What I didn’t know was how
different the environment was, what the expectations of

the school were. The first two years were the hardest

years because I had to make new friends and step out

of my comfort zone. Everyone knew each other already

so it took time to adjust. I can say now that I have

overcome all these obstacles, and it wasn’t all because

of my bravery. I didn’t do it all by myself, and that’s what

makes me so happy. There were so many people that

were there for me, cheering me on and believing in me!

This place made me believe that I could do it! So thank

you from me to all of you. It is not because of me but

everyone around me that I believe in myself.

Jirtia Gifytn



rtefedd
Front: Keri Reynolds, Katie Lowry (Webster

HDs), Amy Gallant, Fatou Diagana (Colby HDs),

Julia Gilpin (co-head prefect), Christian Wells

(asst, headmaster), Michael Wolfe (headmaster),

Jacob Borsari (co-head prefect), Rob May,

Radovan Pecinovic (Bugbee HDs), Matthew

Thompson, Patrick Colomb (Davis HDs); middle:

Alissa Bissonnette, Genevieve Quirion,

Susannah Wolfe, Yuan Liu, Veritha

Vungsuntitum, Erin Butler, Ryan Fletcher,

Matthew Trnkus, Robert Meisner, Xavier Koontz-

Miller, Rosemarie Poulin, Madyson St-Pierre,

Nayla Al-Ajami, Miko Hao, Inkar Kydyralina,

Sadie Smith; rear: Adolfo Tolentino, Grant Baird,

Alex De Jordy-Butler, Jeffrey Au, Namka Eldev-

Ochir, Robert Allan, Jeremy Descheneaux,

Nathan Sanderson, William Lebel, Devin Wang

Front: Erik Van Dyke, Barbara Wilkinson, Mark
Bembenek, Chrstian Wells (asst, headmaster),

Michael Wolfe (headmaster), Joanne Carruthers,

Andrew Blair, Christian Williams, Carmen
Campbell; middle: Luc Charest, James Rioux,

Sarah Vaillancourt, Stephanie May, Katie Lowry,

Lisa Smith, Nicki Campbell, Amy Gallant, Keri

Reynolds, Fatou Diagana, Audrey Langlois, Marilee

Andres, Eryn Hessian, Kevin Philip; rear: Pat

Beaupre, Rob May, Jean-Jacques Prevost, Radovan

Pecinovic, Chris Planetta, Matthew Thompson, Jeff

Standage, Andre Simard, Patrick Fraser, Eric

Grenier, Pranav Darshan (gap), Emilio Flores (gap),

Patrick Colomb; missing: Dan Poliziani

ivuKe Dorjaro uo

Stephen Carden '77

Paul Chiu '06

Kai Cho '04

Robert Colby

Jonathan Cowen ’72 (chairman)

Winston Cuenant '99

Matthew Price-Gallagher

Kimberly Quinn '93

Luc Quirion

Carl Remillard-Fontaine '97

n Ronsse

celyn St-Pierre

nani Sawaya

Robert Scobie '94

Valerie Scraire

Charles Seagram '92

Joel Segal '75

Catherin Van der Linden

Geoffrey Wagner '7

1

Akiko Watanabe '93

Matthew Watt '99

Scott Waugh '70

Claire Webster
Judith Webster

Philip Webster - Honorary Chairman

Rosalie Wilson '90

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp
Charles W. Colby

John Mackay '52

Harry Walker '47



HEALTH CENTRE Holly Moore

(counsellor), Guy Charette

(doctor), Josee Perreault

(nurse)

ADVANCEMENT Dugie Ross (director), Ross Murray, Karen Cushing,

Gabriela Ron, LeeAnne Smith

SUMMER

PROGRAMS

Stephanie

Delorme,

Brittany

Sharman

ARENA

Mario Frechette,

Marc Parent,

Josh Pope

TUCK SHOP Lucy Roy

SECURITY Richard

Boyer (director),

Sebastiaan Bentum,

Steve Langlois

IT Paul Thompson,

Ryan Andres

MAINTENANCE

(front to back)

Michael Seguin

(director), Gary

Roy, Simon Kerr,

Khaleq Ahad,

Mike Huckins,

Alain Bourassa,

Robert Dubois

HOUSEKEEPING (Front to back) Carole Larose (director), Brigitte

Channell, Maida Benoit, Serge Dolbec, Sylvie Bolduc, Louise Benoit,

Dian Middleton, Judy Mosher, Christian Robert. Missing: Sharon

Misener, Linda Lang

GYM Miss Alta Sheldon

RUSINESS OFFICE (Front to back) Farrah Cabana,

Brigitte Dion, Francois Vachon, Ian Jackson, Peggy

Alger, Alicia Jones. Missing: Marie-Josee

Gaboriault, Lynn Johnston

DRIVERS Eric Marcoux, Dennis "Beaver" Comeau,

Luc Dion, Stephane Dozois (director)

ADMISSIONS Joanne Carruthers (director), Joanne Ross

(associate), Suzanne Marrotte (admin, asst.), Patrick

Fraser (associate)

ADMIN. ASST. Donna Richter (Academics,

U. Guidance, Travel), Marie-Eve Simard

(Headmaster's Office)

ARAMARK Sharon Prince, Sylvain Lasserre , Brenda

Buzzell, Mark Maclure, Jean Hartley, Martina

Horber, Francoise Desbiens, Sonia St-Pierre,

Melissa Prince, Tammy Chase, Yves Lavoie
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Amy Gallant leaves us after five years,

having served in the Languages and

Humanities Departments and as a Colby

house director, a coach, a booster and

bright light on our campus. She is going

back to school to complete her master's

degree.

Fatou Diagana came to us out of Bishop's

University three years ago but it felt like she

had been teaching all her life. A French

teacher, house director and coach, she was

always cheery and enthusiastic. Miss D will

be teaching French in Maine.

Best of luck. Miss G and Miss D!

Matthew Thompson steps down as the

director of Davis House after three years. He will

continue teaching in the Humanities Department

along with his other duties.

Keri Reynolds has been director or assistant

director of Webster House for the past 1 6 years.

She will now become our Animation Director and

Break Trip Supervisor while continuing to work in

University Guidance.

Courtney Linsell Brisbane, Australia

Jess Barker Melbourne, Australia

Natasha Mosdossy London, Ontario

Valentina Betschart Switzerland

Sophie Cochrane Bunbury, Australia

Emilio Flores Mexico City

Pranav Darshan Allahabad, India

Sung-Hee Jung South Korea

Asia Wisco Peterborough, Ontario





Ncujla Al-Ajami Andreas Alexopoulos Robert Allan Moise Amani

GRADE 12

awo 1

Than

and rappi

done tp.ra

"Eviffy

can al

v Mm®*"
JiMt

Firstly I'd like to say thank you to my™ i

mom and dad for everything. I've

missed you throughout my time here I

I know it was for the best! My brofheq

Sulti, thank you for being my rock, love”

you with all my heart. The past tjjre

years at the 'Stead have been era

fun, exhausting and memorable. I wot!

like to thank my friends for all the

beauljful memories. f>

NEOJTV, JACG, MH, IK, RV, YL, SWj
CC yi>j§k^sTnade my year. Gairug

miss yd

The clic

KC,

you J

mg to

thappy t

thank m
e and h<

im

ew
Miss

out.

'nd Miss R

xne <3

all my "Ft

mamas

achers"

'II never forget you

date everything you have

hank yo

2015 ,

a new a

graduate

summer

.Touch. .

have we mMY
PERSC

ITS BE OO



Po Chee (Jeffreq) Au Fernando Avila

Qasperin
Grant Baird Kari Belec

For me
Stansfe

at Stanstead College, etc. And, to Mom o,

th» special cwf; you are the biggest

I’m here at Stanstead :

College, if you didn't know. I just wdW to'

say I love you, and thank you for

everything. Have fun for the rest of your

time at Stanstead College!
.

...r;

non-so<|

make set

study, I

would I

me the <

College

and stafl

and I waj

accepting my short-tempered pei^

and always supporting me. This year has

gone very fast, maybe because I enjoye

every bit of it. Yu

a supportive fri«

That wasn't like High School Musical

/-if i-i 1

1



Erin Butler Lqanne Carruthers Chao-Te (Bob) Chen Kaijla Clarke

I specific

[everyone;

lether yoi

sumnWrbfefSre

university :o I o

iut-out

end

an

my

we dep

can't wait to hear the

ove youstories that are made there

Dveinner ne.

iat (

. comereot at my shell f'fippreciale that
’

For all roy friends, I love you guys! I will

.

never, ever, fever,, ever forget you all and

j; Will see yo'O at Homecomings and/or S

visits! Good fuck an future endeavour: 1
.

See youiaier,; Stansleodl^g^^S^yf^lr

Wow I can't believe it's been 6 yec

already! These past yfears have blq

right by! I'd really like to thank myl

and dad for putting in cjlLjbe extrq

•^Aud^anar

|o thfemk

have he

i. An extn

MY. D andj

g coc

that hav

(’athletics as wel|

fall the amazing 1

my close

$iy 6 years so

3 I love you

all of you too!

ulia and Mady
n't have gotten

out you guys!

jjpol. Ian: still not

?* I'll miss you,

Sh't play with fire.
' beautiful! XwrfE

‘points to Rob... F?**. Meeks:

best roomie<3. Liam: Congrats on the

friend group, because I don't like ppl!

Yuan: I love you tons baby!! I'm going to

/ andrgeousy

itosie: thanks foj all thedaughs! KC:

sAWre such a sweetheart and I love youl

tonsl.t‘11 miss you so much! Julia: Never

Change love <3! Nayla: I'll miss bball

hotel travels with you! You're my

favourite snuggled
; /

Best of luck to all the graduates!

stead College

Ik yep. it is. All

Id friendships

arJones that

7 long years,

id dHUHly
i to my family

ShJHHpr
luqh this whol

For what it's worth, Stanst

as great as everyone tell:

the laughs, memories, dn

I've made doy

will never forgHHHHi
am finally gracHHHi
University! Big

and especially

being my back

experience, Th

an

that there is no bett

school. To aj.l. ofray'friends

exceptional!! I will write at

books, (I just may not necessarily use

your name.} The nickname KC started

here and will end in nothing but success.

Wow! Class of 201

wonderful class

id what a
. ..’L.xfc. Uv.., .• ,v, } Vv



Chanelle Coates Uam Cosgrove Blake Dalton Stjdneq Davis

tromis^

names,

K Thank you enctiwsly to momivdnd dad

for granting opportunity; the

Stanstead experiAce, that haSialready

and will continue to make many more

|

opportunities posfible. Swimming and [
tec

elrtg the'fflteJ* sup

hilarious kid on this planet, i couldn't csk

for a better sisterMove YU. xx Chia.Read

my novefsspap'dp^^ou guysj

to script in your perse

v and faces: be

brilliant.C

II

raShfcs to all my friends for

eded them most!

tXB|fp r when ISeeded

e ply life. Inkar and

icMKp that I cily had—
enPttand Tulidt for beijB|

vantaHp^db sdjpethina II

ildn'fcve, Rycn for Mj
I

it necessary tp remind|S
,

'slexiaHInHjeing the;:f:

I d like l<

.being thi

/Namkci!

drama 1«

Retfa fp|

lere wh"Si‘

iv-babiy si

Iways fee|

e that I'®

it ious he i

tt.- 1 she is and h

IpSls to be dt-lj

providing us wit

Tmfliturn you ii

some, pf thebe S

Whether tfiitwc

the freezing Sof or walking back fro

•ing rain'd 4.;in.thc
;{

like heHJKra^jri'tw

remost, I'd like to give a

ut out to the squad. You guys know

o you are so I don't have to name

ople. Secondly I'd like to express

w thankfuN am for my experience at

instead College. Even^hough it's only

been a year, I've grown so much as a

person, student and athlete. This school

changed me for the better ond I know I

made the right decision when I decided

to attend Stanstead College. Follow me

on Instag ram @syddavis_ and on

Twitter @SydDavis and add me on

Facebook. Groceries...



Charles Fall Alexander

De Jordif'Butler

Namsraidorj (Namka)

Eldev-Ochir

Rqan Fletcher

The past three years here at Stanstead

College have been awesome, it was a

memorable experience. Thanks to all

the people that made this fantastic time

possible. I will certainly miss the fun

moments!

Shoutout to the Oreocrew and the

Squad.

Keep it 100!

:umerous

I of an eye... that's what my two

at the College have felt like. Whatl

| it has been! The first trij^HlLsoorts

were, as Mr. Simard said

times at the sports assemfc

DISAPPOIfelTEMENT." The sejUi^^
was one for the books.

la si<

ewe didn't lose,

ore in the great sport of

an't forget Switzerland and

yprgy. For the boys who aren't rofmn;

back hopefully we'll be playing together

or against one another in the nearjj^fw

future. Those who are, good luck and

watch out for the mosquitos, they'll be

out to get you, if they do, you may get:

"Huijited down and gutted like a fish." |
One things for sure we will be playing

against each other at the alum garni in

a few years and for UDA if we make the

grades. The last term was a good one

as well, a little bit of softball never hurts

(FEAR THE BLUE). It wasn't an easyJjear-

School-wisp but we made it. Great times

I Physics and maybe o grind in

Chemistry, but wouldn't have wanted to

have spent it with anyone else. Thank

you to all the teacher^ who've helped

me get through such q year. If you asked

ne a few years ago what Harvard was I

yould've guess some random thing, but

It was an honour to hav^ac^^^^j|
i who's going there ;i let's not

jig part of w|pBfty
;

bn ;S''Wdf

alette moke it this fg|r, the rents!!! On
that, good luck with any crazy ideas you

have. C4jtl wo ;Ua cross and meet up

on the rc^ilfcctle^life.

It has been a great year at Stanstead

College. For the two years I have been

here, I have learned so much and

learned to appreciate a lot. 1 want to

thanllall my friends for being there for

me when I needed them thefoost and

going through Grade 11 and 12

together. I will definitely loos back and

be thankful for coming to Stanstead

' College. I wanf to thank all the faculty,

staff members, and my friends for

1 making Stanstead College feel like

home. I will miss everyone. Peace.

Veil, the day, fias finally come, >

t or pot. It seenrfs like these
|

Or yewfJJjTO fust ffown*B'y tmd I was

coming in as q freshman just yesterday

All the laughs we shared in ah

night stripes; mqviSs in feed

sports ancj$j:Jubs . the memprit

re. will never fade and !

exceptional thank you to Mr. Williams

for being more than just a teacher, but

an advisor, coach, friend, and a father-

figure to me. Mr. May and Mr.

Pecinovic for the great times in Bugbee,

and Mr. Van Dyke for all the incredible

times in Physics class and the hard-

fought points on the squash courts.

Thank you to all my teachers, my friends

and my peers as well. Special thanks to

Xavier, Rob A, Lyanne, Liam, Kiefer,

Jordan Laroche, Ian, David, Gen, and

Erin for all the fun times, and I hope to

stay in touch. Thank you to my family

and my brother Connor for sharing my

Stanstead experience. Last but not least,

a giant thank you to Robert Meisner.

Rob, thank you for being the best friend

anyone could ever ask for. I truly

consider you a brother, and I can't

thank you enough for all that you do for

me (ruryaa). Leaving this
|

to be va||ard, but I'm su^

make tj§||pest of it. Thanks

and bffippf luck in the futurl

e fear of striking out keep
'

ling to bat..'..- Babe Ruth



Alexandr (Sasha)

Gapich

Julia Gilpin Karina Guerrera Mengijuan (Miko) Kao

Dear Old Julia,
5
St

I feel like this is the perfect time to tell

you all that you need to remember

about high school. First of all you loved

lake people laugh and smile

petimes. I surly hope you still do. You

sre somewhat happy with life! You're

^parents, at this point in your life, were

the most gmazing and wonderful

people in the world. Pleasjp appreciate

howhlich they Iovsmvqu cfhd everything

they da to make you happy. You loVe

them to the moon and, back! Oh yeah

you hcv® been at Staristead College for

7, and, Ars, seven years!! So youphould

make thila little bit personal <

inspiring. The thing is that you are not a

very sentimental person. The trutli is

StansteadlColleg

cheerful, lu

moving for\

is probably

to keep

tiversity

our life

appy

unny

the n$if

pethis ment you are

nd

ose of life is"The pu

moment

en|oy every

st friend

From school to soccer to hockey to

its, in just ere year Sfcinsfead

College has become my second

home. All the long hours of practices,

writing hours, long liWfups in the

dining nBI and espeffally winning

CAIS in Soccer are memone^ha^^
will neveri

unbelievabWpxperiengje that wtfM

always be tlemorable. A huge thanjv^

you to f
l\Ar G I no wi rA fkrs"

best advisor,

parents who

an Dyke, Mr. Simard

jnd especia

Sre always as i

' huge the

JP.CC,

Pejzlova. P.S. lgra 1

see you at McGill

)MING

•

i better

next

over. Smile

because it happened! Thank you

Stanstead for a great 4 years!

I love you all <3



Jacob ttochstrasser-

Borsari

David Jankowski Ian Kemp

I want to thank my parents for

everything they've done for me. I loved

the hockey program here, really going

miss the' boys.

My family: I couldn't be where I am

r
without you. Thank you for supporting

Hne. 300 words isn't enough to thank

you. Julia: Having you as co-head

prefect and more importantly my friend

has helped me through this year. Your

support means the world to me. Taylor:

YODA. You're one of my best bros, and

you have nine lives. Robert; You're not

LIKE my brother. You ARE my brother.

I've always got your back. I'd do

I

anything to Jsje!f| you out^onjila:dk(

could create apprize in your honor, I

would NOW. You're the nicest and

|nost responsible guy I have ever met

Pbnd a great friend. Xav: It's been a

solid four years, man! If you ever need

someone to cause chaos, jam or play

xbox, give me a call. Sadie: Glad t

fiave been your friend these few yeat:

Your loyalty means so much to me. 1

and vroom vraom! Dockie: Hard to

believe I'll be leaving your advisee

group. You've inspired and supported

me to pursue a career in science, and

it's been great to have you as my

advisor. My advisee group; You are

easjly my favorite gro^p. Really gonna

misl|jDU guys. Keqp practicing Kdn

Jam! Matt; Aladeen! You're a brother to

me. You're one of my truest anc||rtost

riends. Stay itUouch. Prana*JLt_

t that you camepiack. You'll qkjvttHji

Wptny "bro-migo'',fcind a dearest P
Emilio: This year was legend...' waif for

it. You're one,of my best friends. I lost

Stl've

your noi

let's go

the past four years at Stanstead

...College have been some of the best

ears of my life. Thank you to my
arents who gave me this opportu

and The teachers who guided me
through it, but most of all thank you

my fjriends. Ypu guys have given me so

many good memories and it was / jig**

amdjzing to see each and every one of .

youievery day. I'll miss you all and you

guyi are the best. SC, it's been a gleafA

run and Ivvouldn't trade it for anythir
“

else. "The^grld

back and enjoy the ride."

Timur Irekovich

Khafizov

I look better in person.



Xavier Koontz Miller Inkar Kqdqralina SarahsMaude
Labrecque-Garneau

Yuan Liu

Goodbye, high school. Thanks to

everyone for the great 2 years at SC.

Peace out!

Wow, it'sjtotally cliche, but it's true: i

can't believe that the four years I've

spent hake are over. These years have

been thf best, and I wouldn't trade it for

the worjd. Time for thanks. Lyanne,

thanks for leading the squad efforts at

lunch. Kiefer, the music yam sessions

during Study, and connecting me to

Schenkman. David, thanks for the
k

endless amusement. Rose, for taking

away the serious edge of things. Yuan,

thanks a ton for all the conversations.

Rob, thanks for being the best

roommate I've had, it was great. Ian,

thanks for constantly being there, giving

feedback and perspective. Gen, thanks

for being you. Have fbn at Harvard.

You're one of my be^f friends. I'll make

sure to visit. Ryan, you're like a brother

to me, and I couldn't bsk for a better

partner in crime. Thanks for it all dude,

this is not goodbye. Connor and Liam,

seemed like everything this year came

down to us, from sleeping on the roof

when it was stupid cold, to the river

adventure and the walk back to the

hotel in pouring rain. It was a great

year, and I couldn't have asked for

better people to spend it with. A note to

my future self: don't forget these people

They're awesome, and it'd be

impossible to replace this.

Be excellent to each other, and party

on dudes.



Robert Meisner Jordan Norris Drew Packman Caleb Perez

Three yea0 . I've spent 3 years! at this

schoolpm^j itk been an incredible time.

Music class’jyjfth Mr. Grenier wbs great

while it lasted ^yith the first few guys I

befriended alibis school. Ryan Fletcher,

my Grade 1
1
Roommate, and one of my

brothers, it's been great studying and

hanging outyvith you. From our deep

talks to repeating movie phrases, we've

grown close, and I'm incredibly happy

about that. I ruv roo, bro. Xavier Koontz-

Miller, keep up your music. I can't wait to

see you performing for one of those Late.

Night shows Jacob Hochstrasser

Borsari, dude, I wish you success for the_

future. It's been great-exsirTsThg with you

the few times I 'gained motivation to.

Soundtrax with-Mr. Van Dyke,is definitely

one to remember as well. Dirtlpags..

Vincent MarteflYousef lePabid, you

guys'll forever be my boys, am
appreciate the gopd times, frcfe.earn-to>

Skate and chiltihg to our intei

"Man“ning session. My friem

touch. Everyone at Stansti

met, I hopp to hear from,

sometime. I wish you hdppfness. Bugbee

boys, it's beeti aniionar. Good times ^

shared between brother®?yan, I hope

those moviq^idjjg didn't keep you afvoke

that much! And vllodellf M.L. Abdojf it

wasn't for you, none of this would'

been possible. Thanl

giving me this oppa

i>r not,

|
: yearsJ

continuously, built j

Whether i

each other to I

ay. I'efoile en be

te crois. Men
Thank you

een amazing,

i, and all that

iare. And you,

ard.

re .1

heart. One dies when it

Mike Rosenbergmoves away.



At this time I would like to think that you

I

are successfully doing something you

love and makes you happy. You are

probably looking back at this album

wishing you could go back. It really

was a great time. This place shaped

you into the person you are today. You

lived there, one of the best experiences

of your life. You created memories, met

incredible people, made mistakes,

learned but most importantly grew. I

{pope you still live your life not caring

about whot people think and following

your heart even if it leads you to the

path less travelled by. Forgive me for

this picture, I know it probably makes

no sense to you right now and if it

makes it better it did not make any «

sense back then either.

I w|

Polizicmi, Matt

'

Van.asse for coaching me the past t

yeors. Playing for these coaches was

huge for my development. A huge shout

out goes to the boys on the hockey

team, as they were unreal teammates

for two years and are my best friends. I

would like to thank Mr Murray for

'advising' me through two years. Thank

you to Ms. Hessian with all of her help

in guiding me to college acceptances.

Thank you to all who made my 2 years

an outstanding journey. I truly grew

during my time here at Stanstead

College. % ...JjjjjJP

"You can say I'm a lucky guy."

Sincerely,

Blister, Doug, Splinter, Wayne, Jason,

Ethan Jacob, Warren, Skrip, Para,

Wisconsin Deadman, Ebs, RS Dint, and

pitlyn. It



Brandon Saarloos Nathan Sanderson lou-Henri

Scraire-Gingras

Sagira Segovia

Thanks to my parents for giving me the

opportunity to come to Stanstead

College. I have had an excellent two

years in which I have met many great

people. Thanks to the boys on the

hockey team for a great two seasons.

Thank®§o all my coaches and teachers

for pushing me to be my best. Thanks for

yosl|)j|||ala
;
ugly woman, dry bones and

baby luigi for all the 32's. My two best

friends liophc and Janko, we will always

be ttt offensive triangle.



U Yang (Eric) TangChristopher Smith Madqson St-Pferre

parents for everything1 mi

here at Stanstead, not to

.W^out them,
|
would no§

mention that

hove hod thi;

I would like to thanWjty parents for

everything they hdfp done for me in I

past two years. The hockey program is

incredible. Big thank you to Mr. Rioux,

Coach Poliziani and Mr. Thompson.

Really going tp miss the boys, espicially

the basement boys. Never going to

forget all the laughs in room 113 with

Zooke and Doug, even though Doug

was continiudly on some serious Wifi.

Good luck next year to the Grade 1 1 s,

hopefully Captain toine and his squad

can make a run to the MPHL cup. Can't

wait to become a clip with my boy

Sandy, finally free from d.aycaret"

ye<

ha 1

teachers and faculty members as

as coaches, and I would like to

thank them for helping me and

my experience here wonderfu

big thank you to my fellow Coll

prefects (especially CBB) who:
j

time in there wonderful. I'll nevi

all the late-nightjfconversations

bathroom (haho) arid all the g
we had togeth

say good luck

and that I'll mis:

school everyda

my best friend

always bei

1
aking

super

my

forget

the

od times

Id also like to

sister MQckenzy

ng you around

Thanks to

ft

^° r

miss you

Bnestly

I thanks to

all of our iaphs andfgaod Vies. Last

but definite* not leaaffjMMBd like to

thanll DrewfPackman for always being

there for me and making my day. Being

therewith
;

beftefl

met

at tin

u, Stanstead •

laving -

vejything so (

ade me enjc

mm
ecent place

; with me

Uch more fun and

ft wait for

next year, but I know that I'll miss being

here with you. So thank you for making

me happy and making my time here so

great. I love you so much heheH



Theo Thomas Adolfo Tolentino

Enriquez

Matthew Trnkus Telmen l/urtsaikh

/ells ‘'VjjP' l

.Ms,DftAi rB|
"

/ #Mrs.Smith

Theo Thomas 6'3 guard Brampton, O
Greatest to ever play the game of

basketball LOL. Wow, high school)

really come to an end, aha time rea

does fly. This definitely was not the type

of start to a school year I was lookin

for I mean, coming to prep school
'

Quebec was hard. First couple wei

way out of my comfort zone, I

thought the dream of prep is all abou

ball (eat sleep and breathe basketbal

Halfway through the year it hit me, when
I almost lost this great opportunity of

attending Stanstead. It hit me that

basketball wasn't everything Mr. Wolfe

had a great impact on the person I am
today. He taught me a lot not only about

sports but what it means to be a young

man and the responsibility you need

going to school away from home and

having some sense of structure.sfjCan

truly say Stanstead has helped me
prepare for university, it gave me that

independent feeling and really matured

my mind. I've committed to Laurentain

Universit!

helped

whole

humbl

succes

show

to this

made
earn

the m
mista

physi

even thi

baske'

that

porta

for d

for sti

S/O
my s

1

Twitti

#N e

Bottol

#Gef
#God

#Mr.T

%Bug!

#Mr.

#Both

#Best,

#M rs Vyijkin s,p§fjt&rs .Reyrn

#J azzBand #Mr..Co!omb

#Fatherf?oleModelMr.WOLFj

#NothinglessThenLegenda

#HoopDreatp
iii ffi

Vi^ay;NotME

sorted me throughout t

process.. I truly am
;

”

I honored. One day T will I

o doubt Til come bock anc

do a lot of stuff to give fc

Stanstead did '

- mistakes here but f

i them all and would t

i today had I not mac
unstead made me mentally, •

und emotionally tu

I would have excelli

tlayer had

t allltlyou c

ertunit

bom *1

in and t

'.Y HATE

had to f

istogrom: (

.
#Thcnkfu

feHerdTtOneS

fork #Ballf Uf^B
Famih

ano

would like to start by telling my parents,

berme dado esta

gran oportumdad, muchas gracias a r

padre porjraberme pagado todo y pt

su apoyp'y muchas gracias a mi madre

par hpber estodo comigo en las buen

y atf las malas. I would like to thank

everyone at this school for giving me t

awesome experience that i will neve

et, an experience that I will neve

et, an experience that has changed

e in so many ways. My parents can

difference jn me before coming to

lead und cf‘er coming to Stanstead

red years c

e-'o ioce what I I

I be a difficult tin

thisBfpver, but os >

.
< ything has to i

point On
iiffcdpe

wishAou all the I

I
Peo l

ule wha, lik

will

I' l.K^:.yyi$d V

: ..n't bssad.be

ii::Up«||

and da

and graft

I

those

ring and

[staying. I

sad about

unce,

Sr, be

W" So go on

I be proud

great times

Thank you to everyone who has speijH

this chapter of life with me. Although,^

this chapter is coming to an end, the 1

next chapter of our lives will be just as

awesome as this one has been. It has

been a pleasure spending these past

two years with you all. We are the SC

Class of '15. Be proud of yourself. Be a

Proud Spartan. Good Luck, Everyone!

and Thank You! jjjlH

k



William Walker David Wood-DowneyVaritha Vungsuntitum Shuang (Amber) U/u



James Zanca Junu/en ZhengYuhi Yoshikawa

A



Six Year Club

David Wood' Julia Gilpin

Downey

Madqson Iqanne

St-Pierre Carruthers

Yuan Uu Jordan

Norris
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Clodelle Abdo Nicolas Are) Antoine Belisle Alissa Bissonnettc

GRADE 1

1

t wait to spend our

So hey guys! As

say that I haver

Canadian wi

who are re

the pain or -

someone, who grew up

East. Hai/ever, as of myffreHy-much

second fj|j|)r at Stanstead College, I

have grown tqlove this place. I've met

some incred^lbpeople that made this
|

year so memordbte making me even i

more excited for next yeA Shout-out to

the squad; LC, KG, MP, SD and CC for

'

having my back whenever I needed it. I

love you all and cdn't \

senior year togeth

special shout out

Jose. You will

one role model,

never be the same

Thank you for the

trust you have put

changed mae into

I'm so grateful for

luck to all who are

university next yea

lastly, here's a

this year that I

I of you.

Just do what

what makes e

The year went by pretty quickly and

looking back at it, I had some great

moments with my roommate, who I like

to refer to as my adopted brother as ,

Well as with my other brothers, lyhe, f

jGen and also my father Blister, fjpll

definitely miss the funniest guy on

campus, Kari Belec, who never misses
j

chance to chirp me or any of the Frer^j

guys on the team. On that note, I will
g

leave you guys with a quote from my
father Blist, "Life moves pretty fast. If y'at

don't look around every once a while
j

you could miss it."

I would like to first start off by thanking

my parents for supporting me and

givingime the opportunity to attend this

greatjjdiool for the past four year

Four years ago I was<fi Grade 8 with

no idea what was going to come nex

Today Ijam in Grade 1
1
(preparing for

university applications, watching my
best friends graduate and making

decisions!; First, I will start off with

thanking Erin for sticking by my side

since the beginning. I don't know what I

will do without you next year. To Lyanne

for making me feel tall when I sit down,

I don't know who I will sit next to in all

my sports pictures next year. To Rose,

Will, David and Liam for all the lunch

conversations. To all the graduates for

making this year such an incredible

year, thank you.



Bradleij Brule Uam Buck-Thompson Nicholas Burleson Charlotte Canonne

me

K

l!'. SC hr

shoutout^

erfection,
*

special sho

ft) to give

I my year

u are, but

Clarke,

t the year.

Tact it

ity, and the

happened

led my life

sitive way.

|ad College

doors are

uld of

uld not

ind

how much



Matthew/ Chan Benjamin Clermont Lara Cooper Jerermi Descheneaux



Tessa Dobson Connor Fletcher Shifu (U/endif) Guan Vihong (Trevor) Huang

I'd like to thanr my parents far making i

possible for me to even be here at

plPtStSci^ and ail ftlflPSupport my ramiiy

Alsd shoUfVut to the people*!

who've been there for me though my

rough times thjj year. And special

thanks to my BBG for always being

there he, mjbjt^r what, you xx.

Thanks fe^th^^g^ydjaffflia king so many

memories and this year, and making it

such an amazing experience. I will

never forget this year as it made me

grow into a stronger person and all the

amazing people I have met. Can't wait

for round 2. Until next year, Stanstead.





I

Grenville Lines Vincent Martel Chiara Masotto-Prevost

"Follow your passion, slay Irue tc

yourself, never follow someone e

path unlesS'-JMjre in the Woods <

you're lost om|Po|rsiilt!fftath th

all means you'th^wnwKw that.

l/li|sse Merat



Michaela Pejzlova Andres Montalvo

Qasperin

Alejandro Moreno

Santa Rosa

Adil Ouahbi



(.'
I

Sadie SmithAllqson Sarmiento Leqsan Shafigullina Benjamin SmithJordqn Pimm

wasl

I can t b|H
has onvBB
been! I ^jjjgj

and encaHH
from my p^B
have been®
attend suclB

thank you cB
and coache*

so great (I rfl

book of phB
have been tH

teammates. Tl

for one of the

my life and to

eca

>PP°1
ng scl

all or

de my

hocke

year

ithou

Bin

love you all. A sp

the Blue Jays.
J

the best team I

team. ..at least!

Webster girls I

SW). You guys are the sisters:!

had. Finally, I

toilets for never. working, the. winter for

finally leaving, and t<5 Ms.G for letting .

me drop the deuce?;]. Looking forward

to my senior ye

’ home for me. People and fr^HH
at orientation day with me thrl^B|

and people who I have so manyjB

.memories with, from! cars and gar*

'.spring days on the football field, lol

ip LeBaron and .just randomness. I

dll of you, although I am pretty sure

i driving will always be in question. 1

fsure that I will see some of you agai

*Some of ypu «te going far away the

might be years- before I see you in J

again. So I yyant this write up to b«
for you guyito remember me, anB
much you all mean to me. Rob, tlfl

for having my back for oil these

going to miss your face. Look foH
vour first Ancertl I'll

IHH thatyBftre gradating,. theloi

^running jokf iij ttisto'y.can hnolly dh

rofi in the Spi< cafeteria! Fletchjpijg

no one at school will ever come cTH

Three <

pmedy

;

gking people laugh. Jake,,

what to say... except thank you.;

Idughs, the hug^ft#shoulder t

For.-.bemg there. I don't know whe

next year, but I know one thing, I \

game...J, 300 words is not nearly enc

for me to say goodbye, but it's enough I

me to say keep in touch, and that I will {i

all of you. Grade 12, let's go. - S



Shengbo (Sheila) WangAlcimasa Talceda Antulio Tamaqo De La ttoz Ziren Wang



U-Ming (Devin) Wang Susannah Wolfe ttiromu Yamawaki Yanhao (Toni|) Yang

write up

yea Here so amazing. To my parents

for making possible for me to go Here

and being so supportive. To my advisor,

Miss Hessian, and my truly epic advisee

group,- you guys are the best little

shoppers I know! Thanks to all tl

inspiring teachers and coaches T'

over the years. To the Crew,. you

who you are, and we've had soi

crazy awesome times. I still can't

imagine Stanstead without you guys To

my roommate Yuan, thank you for

putting up with me, I love you so m|ch!

To Nayla and Julia my soul sisters,

the Grade 1 1 s for the very interesting

year! To Jazz Band, I never laughed so

much in my life. To Habitat 2015 in

honduras with the sunburns c

ps

there! To oil the guys returning next year

I can't wait to have more good times.

See you guys
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Thomas Abbott Koki Asami Edmond Nessim Azar Rachelle Bergeron Maxime Bourque Kaylee Bowen

Kai-Ling (Kareen) Chen Yinjia (Angela) Cheng Shayla Coates Axel Cote Mya Daigle Samuel De Grace

Stephanie Desjardins Filip Dusek Marlie Gaudioso Taylor Gratton Julia Guo Keifer Nienkamper

Hayward

Chang (Robert) He Misha Hubacek Hans Huebener Anton Isaev Ariane Julien Ashley Langevin



Maximilian Lergon Jeffrey Liao Yi Zhi (Alice) Liu Jiajia Ma Ru Hao (Rocky) Ma Leslie MacKinnon

Bhum (Gene)

Maneechawakajone

Marie-Soleil Marquis Calista McNicol Yaqian (Angelina) Mo Kyle Morin Juan Alejandro Mucino

Lamont

Theresa Schachner Zihan (Becky) Shen Anna Smith Dong Hyun (Carson) SonInes Muhlleitner Kayla Ouellet

Guilherme Sperotto Liam Stagg Andrew Stevens Momoko Takaoka Jordana Toporek Gomez Yiheng (Tony) Tu

Erkka Vanska Ricarda Wingler Pei-Lin (Amy) Wu Sebastian Wustrow Mikael Zarife



Alexander Bimm Ian Bissonnette Nicholas Bowen Cole Brazeau Bret Butler Pui Yuen Cheung

Eduardo Coindreau Anna Deputatova Jacob Ducharme Daniel Dumont Elizabeth Gaudreau Meagan Grant

Mariano Augusto Herrerra Will Huckins Morgan Ireland Alexander Liddell- Guoyao Ma Maude Migneault

Aguirre Grainger

Romina Mucino Lamont Judith Neeposh Austin Plotkin Maude Poulin-Labelle Vanessa Gasperin Claudia Romero
Rodriguez Thompson



GRADE*EIGHT

Kim Lie Botton Marisol Calva Xolalpa Zackary Crawford Amanda De Grace Bruno Granados Vincent Illuzzi

Contreras

India Kitchen Alyssa MacPherson Jorge Mondragon Gomez Abigail Murray Alexandra Smith Timothy Smith

Mackenzy St-Pierre Patricio Tamayo de la Hoz Samuel Tolentino Emily Willis Patrick Young



Lou Kian Botton Andrew Bouchard Andrei Bucatel Tyler Carruthers Hidenobu Kaga Ho "Leo" Lee

Frederic Migneault Ba Nam Nguyen Francesca Richardi Jasmine Richter Samantha Smith Sumomo Susuta
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Mouse Director
Amy Gallant
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Director
Katie Lowry



Mouse Director
Matthew
Thompson
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Director
Patrick Golomb
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Community
Scrvice

Andreas Alexopoulous, Nayla Al-Ajami, Rob Allen, Lou

Kian Botton, Kim Lie Botfon, Kaylee Bowen, Nick Bowen,

Liam Buck-Thompson, Nick Burleson, Alex Butler, Erin

Butler, Angela Cheng, Kareen Cheng, Ben Clermont,

Shayla Coates, Lara Cooper, Jeremy Descheneaux,

Stephanie Desjardins, Julia Gilpin, Wendy Guan, Will

Huckins, David Jankowski, Ariane Julien, Hidenobou Kaga,

India Kitchen, Ashley Langevin, Jordan Laroche, Yuan Liu,

Jiajia Ma, Alyssa MacPherson, Marie-Soleil Marquis,

Leslie MacKinnon, Calista McNicol, Fred Migneault,

Maude Migneault, Angelina Mo, Kyle Morin, Ines

Muhlleitner, Ryoka Nagai, Drew Packman, Auston Plotkin,

Jordyn Pimm, Maude Poulin-Labelle, Rosemarie Poulin,

Genevieve Quirion, Samantha Rhainds, Frankie Richardi,

Jasmine Richter, Ethan Rist, Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras,

Becky Shen, Alex Smith, Samantha Smith, Andrew Stevens,

Mackenzy St-Pierre, Madyson St-Pierre, Adolfo Tolentino,

Tony Tu, Telmen Uurtsaikh, Rita Vungsuntitum, Sheila Wang,

David Wood-Downey, John Wood-Downey, Amber Wu,

Sebastien Wustrow

Phelps Help Tutoring

Animal Shelter

Haskell Free Llbranj

Rotary Book Sale

Buddies

Connaught Home
Derbtj Green

Tutoring



Alissa Bissonnette, Bob Chen, Daniel

Dumont, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Connor

Fletcher, Ryan Fletcher, Sasha Gapich,

Elizabeth Gaudreau, Taylor Gratton, Julia

Guo, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Peng Yi

Ftuang, Xavier Kootnz Miller, William Lebel,

Gene Maneechawakajone, Ulysse Merat,

Martin Siu, Anna Smith, Ben Smith, Sadie

Smith, Anna Thinphang-nga, Theo Thomas,

Emily Willis, Susannah Wolfe

Jazz Band

Learn to

skate
Matthew Chan, PY Cheung, Eduardo

Coindreau, Alejandro Moreno,

Sumomo Susuta, Koki Asami, Marisol

Calva, Yeming Chang, Amanda De

Grace, Bruno Granados, Maximillian

Lergon, Jeffrey Liao, Guoyao Ma,

Jorge Mondragon, Juan Mucino,

Romina Mucino, Andres Montalvo,

Vanessa Rodriguez, Patricia Tamayo,

Mike Zhang, Ryoka Nagai, Paul Teng

ML«WfiW*8S>



Drama
'Once Upon a High

School'

Cast: Rosemarie Poulin, Robert Meisner,

Bruno Granados, Eduardo Coindreau,

Jorge Mondragon, Karina Guerrero

Grant Baird, Moise Amani, Ashley

Langevin, Abby Murray, Mackenzy St-

Pierre, Kayla Ouellet, Calista McNicol,

Morgan Ireland, Jordana Toporek, Anna

Thinphang-nga, Romina Mucino, Erin

Butler, Inkar Kydyralina, Mike Zarife,

Namka Eldev-Ochir, William Walker, Alex

Liddel-Grainger, Sumomo Susuta, Alex

Bimm, Lou-Henri Scraire, Elizabeth

Gaudreau, Adil Ouahbi, Mr. Thompson.

Crew: Jordyn Pimm, Alice Liu, Benjamin

Smith, Charlotte Canonne, Angela

Cheng, Ethan Rist, James Zanca, Lara

Cooper, Nayla Al-Ajami, Anna

Deputatova, Anna Smith, Ms. Campell,

Mr. Charest, Ms. Prevost, Ms. Moore.



Soundtrax
Jeffrey Au, Rob Meisner, Jake Borsari,

Taylor Gratton, Xavier Koontz Miller,

Kiefer Hayward, Theo Thomas, Gen

Quirion, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Rita

Vungsuntitum, Abby Murray, Angela

Cheng, JiaJia Ma, Ryan Fletcher

Fishing

Ian Bissonnette, Andrew Bouchard,

Maxime Bourque, Andrei Bucatel,

Tyler Carruthers, Jacob Ducharme,

Alex Liddell-Granger, Ba Nam Nguyen,

Andrew Stevens

1 (HWpH 1
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Classic Film
Mya Daigle, Tessa Dobson, Marlie

Gaudioso, Meagan Grant, Trevor

Huang, Jordan Laroche, Grenville Lines,

Jordan Norris, Adil Ouahbi, Brandon

Saarloos, Chris Smith, Liam Stagg,

Chloe Van Dyke, Tony Yang

Problem-

solving/SAT
Kari Belec, Kayla Clarke, Alex Dejordy-

Butler, Caleb Perez, Chris Smith, Blake

Dalton, Jordyn Pimm, Michaela Pejzlova

Archery
Bret Butler, Andrei Bucatel, Tyler Carruthers, Andrew

Bouchard, Ziren Wang, Helen Yao, Selina Yang,

Xinhui Jiang, Frederic Migneault, Patricio Tamayo,

Anton Isaev, Rachelle Bergeron, Devin Wang,

Guilherme Sperotto, Patrick Young, Nicholas Bowen,

Vincent Martel, Sadie Smith, Hans Huebener, Tony Tu,

Ba Nam Nguyen, Peng Yi Huang, Sarah Labrecque-

Garneau, Samantha Smith



Spectrum

Lyanne Carruthers, Chiara Masotto-Prevost, Sagira

Seqovia, Karina Guerrera, Telmen Uurtsaikh, Miko

Hao

Yoga
Filip Dusek, Alex Bimm, Brad Brule, Nicolas Arel, Matthew Chan,

Antoine Belisle, Chanelle Coates, Robert Meisner, Blake Dalton, Vincent

llluzzi, Kari Belec, Meagan Grant, Caleb Perez, RJ Smith, Momoko

Takaoka, Ian Bissonnette, Yuan Liu, Charlotte Cannone, Nayla Al-Ajami

Nick Burleson, Sarah Labreque, Sasha Gapich, Judith Neeposh, Martin

Siu, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Stephanie Desjardins, Erkka Vanska, Jacob

Ducharme, Nathan Sanderson, Yousef LePabic, Akimasa Takeda, Bob

Chen, Rina Takahashi, Alex Lidell-Grainger, Yuhi Yoshikawa, Mikael

Zarife, Becky Shen, Amy Wu, Leysan Shafig ullina, Tessa Dobson



Chess

Thomas Abbott, Robert He, Misha

Hubacek, Timur Khafizov, Fernando Avila,

Alejandro Moreno, Andres Montalvo

Booster
Edmond Azar, Grant Baird, Lou Kian Botton, Max
Bourque, Ben Clermont, Mya Daigle, Elizabeth

Gaudreau, Kiefer Haward, Karina Guerrera,

Maude Migneault, Robert Meisner, Kayla Ouellet,

Maude Poulin-Labelle, Nathan Sanderson, Anna

Thinphang-nga, Chloe Van Dyke

Newport Orchestra

Julia Guo, Peng Yi

Huang, Bob Chen,

Akimasa Takeda,

Ricarda Wingler,

Paul Teng, Carson

Son, Momoko
Takaoka, Morgan

Ireland



Rob Allan, Ian Kemp, Anna Smith, Samuel De

Grace, Alice Liu, Sidhant Awasthy, Morgan

Ireland, Alex Bimm, Amanda de Grace, Helen

Yao, Matthew Trnkus, Taylor Gratton

Junior Science
Andrew Bouchard, Andrei

Bucatel, Tyler Carruthers,

Zackary Crawford, Patrick

Young

Debating

Reading Club

k
Robert He, Hans Huebener,

Carson Son

Computer
Networking

Cole Brazeau,

Guilherme Sperotto,

Devin Wang

Knitting

Susannah Wolfe, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Kayla Clarke,

Jacob Borsari, Telmen Uurtsaikh, Lyanne Carruthers,

Nayla Al-Ajami, Yuan Liu, Rosemarie Poulin, Jiajia

Ma, Koki Asami, Rina Takahashi



Photography

Moise Amani, Rachelle Bergeron, Charles Fall, Anton

Isaev, Adil Ouahbi, Claudia Romero, William Walker

All photos on this page by club members.



Choir I

Alice Liu, Julia Guo, Becky Shen,

Rina Takahashi, Barbara

Wilkinson, Jacob Borsari, Taylor

Grafton, Peng Yi Huang, Benjamin

Smith, Ricarda Wingler, Theresa

Schachner, Andrew Blair, Sophie

Cochrane, Valentina Betschart.

Director: Gail Kilkelly

Round
Square
MattTrnkus, Alice Liu, Anna Smith,

Namka Eldev-Ochir, Angela Cheng,

Telmen Uurtsaikh, Peng Yi Huang

Bittersweet
Hans Huebener, Charles Fall

Game Daq
Operations
Emilio Flores, Devin Wang

Dungeons &

Dragons
Patrick Young, Will Huckins, PY

Cheung, Paul Teng, Bret Butler, Alex

Bimm, Morgan Ireland, Guilherme

Sperotto, Jeff Liao

Term 1: Jasmine Richter, Chanelle Coates,

Stephanie Desjardins, Wendy Guan, Angelina

Mo, Leysan Shafigullina

Cooking

Term 2: Chilly Jiang, Selina Yang, Julia Guo,

Angelina Mo, Kareen Chen, Sam Smith

Term 3: Sydney Davis, Vanessa Rodriguez,

Ashley Langevin, Leysan Shafigullina, Amy

Wu
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FIRST PLACE
Taylor Gratton and Samuel De Grace
"Which fabrics allow for evaporation"

SECOND PLACE
Angela Cheng & Julia Guo
"The emission spectrum of burning elements"

THIRD PLACE
Alice Liu and Anna Smith

"Titrating to determine the acid levels of orange juice"
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Grade 8

Honourable mention: Alyssa Macpherson

2nd: Amanda De Grace and Emily Willis

1 st: Mackenzy St-Pierre and Zack Crawford

Grade 9
Honourable Mention: Helen Yao and Morgan

Ireland

3rd: Alex Liddell-Grainger

2nd: Auston Plotkin

1st: Alex Bimm and David Wood-Downey

ESL

Anton Isaev & Rina Takahashi





Emcees: Alex Butler, Julia Gilpin, Nayla Ajami

Ashley, Genny, Lasso G and Bronco Dyke

Follow Your Arrow (Kacey Musgraves)

Angela, Lou, Taylor, Julia

Born To Die (Lana Del Rey)

Ryan, Jakey

This Dance (Five for Fighting)

Jordana, Sammy, Ulysse, Namka, Bob

CorreJesse (Y Jay)

Jeffrey, Xave

Peace (OAR)

The BugHouse Boys: Mr. May, Rob M., Pranav, Bob, Ryan, Jake

Mashup

Emilio & Pranav & Mr. May
All I Want is You (U2)

Rita

Hold on We're Going Home (Drake)

Jeffrey, Xave, Namka, Yuan

You Found Me (The Fray)

Angela, Miss Elle & Mr. Calomb

Mappemonde (Les Soeurs Boulay)

Andreas

Original rap

Ms. G, Bobby, Gallopin' G & Rodeo Dyke

Easy Silence (Dixie Chicks)

Jake & Rob M.

All of Me (John Legend)

Jake, Gen, Ryan, Xave, Ashley, Bob, Rob, Mr G, Mr Van Dyke

Collide (Howie Day)

SparTONES
Keep Holding On (Avril Lavigne)

Don't Stop Believing (Journey

Pranav

Locked out of Heaven (Bruno Mars)

Angela & JiaJia, Xave, Mr G, Gen, Robbie M
Life of the Party (Shawn Mendes)

Abby, MomoCello, Mr. G, Mr. Van Dyke

You Are Beautiful (Christina Aguilera)

Taylor, Jakey, MomoDrumo, Kiefer

Angel (Theory of a Dead Man)

Mrs. May, Mr. Mendieta, Johnny Lonestar

Whiskey Lullaby (Brad Paisley & Alison Krauss)

Pranav & Jacob

Man Who Can't be Moved (The Script)

Rob M.

Give Me Love (Ed Sheeran)

Xave, Gen, Kiefer, Ulysse, Mr Van Dyke

Are You Gonna Be My Girl (Jet)

Rita, Namke, Inkar, Genny Q, Rosemarie, Julia, Yuan,

Jeffrey Au, Ryan

Four Five Seconds (Rihanna, Kanye, McCartney)



Honduras
Rosemarie, Adolfo, Julia, Jacob, Namka,
Peng Yi, Lara, Kiefer, Mya, Gen, Bob,

Matthew, Yuan, Madyson, Susannah, Devin,

Mr. Wells, Ms. Hessian



Final Standings:
1- EAST 138 points

2- SOUTH 130 points

3- WEST 97 points

4- NORTH 94 points







Students and teachers were

divided up by random draw

into the Third World,

Second World and First

World. The very few in the

First World received a full

meal. A slightly larger

group in the second world

were offered rice, fruit and

vegetables and juice. The

vast majority were in the

Third World, who ate rice

(no utensils) and drank

juice. This annual activity is

a way to demonstrate the

imbalance in the world and

the luck of the privileged

few.







W.A. KETCHEN
TROPHY & MAJOR S

Drew Packman

Football
MAJOR S

Grant Baird

Chris Smith

SENIORS
Blake Dalton

Erkka Vanska

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

(+SPORTSMANSHIP)

Front (l-r): Coach Philip, Antulio Tamayo, Telmen Uurfsaikh, Grant Baird, Christopher Smith, Drew
Packman, Robert Allan, Nicholas Burleson, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, (middle) Coach Bergeron, RJ

Smith, Sydney Davis, Filip Dusek, De'Rico Smith, Fernando Avila, Kari Belec, Jordan Laroche, Grenville

Lines, Blake Dalton, Coach Thompson, Marlie Gaudioso (manager), (rear) Adolfo Tolentino, David
Wood-Downey, Ziren Wang, Erkka Vanska, Adil Ouahbi, Yousef LePabic, Max Bourque, Hiromu
Yamawaki

The football team enjoyed another enjoyable

season, accumulating an overall record of 3 wins

and 3 losses. As a small school of 2 1 8 students,

we are very fortunate to have in our midst a

relatively small group of positive young men who

love playing the great game of football. I am very

proud of the guys for exhibiting a relentless will to

learn more about the complex and character-

building game of football.

This year's team, made up of 25 young men,

contained an abundance of big linemen, which

allowed us to run an offence based on a balance

of both running and passing plays. We enjoyed

our second year as a member of the Independent

Football League of New England, which this year

included two rounds of playoff games, as well as

games against strong teams throughout New
Hampshire. As is often the case when Stanstead

College teams play away games, the parents,

home team coaches, and officials often

commented on the very high degree of

sportsmanship and politeness shown by our

players at all times.

After only a handful of practices, we found

ourselves playing the Berlin Gladiators, who were

a well-oiled machine, since they had been

practicing since August 1 . Entering our second

league game, the team lost to last year's league

champions, the Seacoast Titans 5 1 -26. Although

the Spartans were 0-2 at this point, a beautiful

Homecoming weekend helped to lift the boys up

a little bit. We proved to be too strong for our

rivals from BCS. Bringing the Senator B. Howard

trophy home was a great moment for me. Thank

you, boys. You brought a tear to my eye that only

a few people on campus would truly understand.

- Coach Philip



(Front l-r) Matthew Trnkus, Andreas Alexopoulos, Ryan Fletcher, Jeremy Descheneaux, Jordan Norris,

Alexander De Jordy-Butler, James Zanca, David Jankowski, Nathan Sanderson, Liam Cosgrove, (middle)

Coach Standage, Benjamin Smith, Moise Amani, William Walker, Liam Buck-Thompson, William Lebel,

Antoine Belisle, Matthew Chan, Charles Fall, Coach Simard, (rear) Alejandro Moreno, Connor Fletcher,

Caleb Perei, Rocky Ma, Andres Montalvo, Brad Brule

Disappointment. The one word that best characterizes

our season, unfortunately... and this despite many

successful "business trips."

Numbers were not the problem, as we kept 24

players this year, which added its own set of wrinkles.

We had good leadership and experience. We won the

ETIAC League Banner once again, so why

disappointment? Well, it goes like this: first we opted out

of the usual annual Ontario road trip to save money for

our CAIS trip to Bermuda. Then Galt dropped out of the

league (which wiped our only league game loss from

the record, but also removed our best competitors from

the league). Then CAIS Bermuda was cancelled at the

last minute due to Hurricane Gonzalo, so all the prep

and paperwork and kit (as well as 5 games) were off.

And finally, after a two week hiatus with no games due

to break and the CAIS cancellation, we go into the

ETIAC semi against MV, a team we had beaten 6-0 in

our previous match against them, and lost 2-1 to bring a

premature end to our season, denying us the chance to

retain the playoff trophy. Blah. Not a very fitting ending

for a talented and hard-working bunch of young men.

But that's the way sports go. That's why you prepare

hard and then play the games. Ultimately, life isn't

always fair, but that's ok. You can still take lessons from

the experience and move on.

Our overall stats this year (playing half the number of

games as last year) were: 9GP, 5W, 2L, 2T, 27GF,

1 4GA, 3SO (ETIAC Record 5-0-1 ). Thanks to all for a

good season, despite the disappointments. Thanks to

Mr. Standage for his help and his always positive but

quirky personality and sense of humour.

- Coach Simard

• Soccer

Senior Boys
SENIORS
Jeremy Descheneaux

Matthew Trnkus

MAJORS
Antoine Belisle

Jordan Norris

BOBBY MOORE TROPHY,

MAJOR S &
SPORTSMANSHIP

Alexander De Jordy-Butler



(Front l-r) Mya Daigle, Alissa Bissonnette, Lyanne Carruthers, Genevieve Quirion, Samantha Rhainds,

Erin Butler, Madyson St-Pierre, Julia Gilpin, Ashley Langevin, (rear) Coach Van Dyke, Sagira Segovia,
Karina Guerrera, Michaela Pejzlova, Tessa Dobson, Rosemarie Poulin, Jordyn Pimm, Inkar Kydyralina,

Kayla Clarke, Kayla Ouellet, Coach Diagana

Take a look at the team picture. No one remarkable,

really. Eighteen high school kids, varying degrees of skill,

maybe one girl who can play at the university level. But this

group of athletes, of Spartans, will deservedly be

remembered as the most successful soccer team in Stanstead

College history. Soccer team? Heck, maybe ANY team.

The statistics are staggering. 53 goals for vs 1 2 goals

against. Twenty-one games played, with one tie and only

two losses (both exhibition matches against powerhouse

U.S. teams). The other 1 8 games? All meaningful and all

victories. Every. Single. One.Undefeated (3-0) at our

Stanstead Invitational, defending our title from 2013.

Undefeated (9-0) in ETIAC play, capturing the playoff

trophy for the second straight year, and the league banner

for the fourth (!) consecutive year - can you say dynasty?

And, incredibly, undefeated at CAIS (see opposite page),

where we brought home Stanstead's first-ever CAIS

Championship Banner. In any sport. For years and years

Spartan soccer, basketball and rugby teams, boys AND
girls, have gone to CAIS, and not one team has returned as

national nhampions. Not one. Until now. Until these players.

Even now I have to pinch myself - What? we actually

WON CAIS?

But success should not be measured solely with wins and

losses. No, what makes this the most successful team I've

ever coached was how we did it. We were not stacked with

soccer talent. In fact, I would say that we defeated at least

three teams this season that were significantly more skilled

and experienced. How did we do it?

With a veteran, impenetrable defence that was so smart

and so good they earned their own nickname: the GDQ
(Gilpin, Daigle, Quirion). With an inexperienced but athletic

goalkeeper who was impossible to beat from distance. With

a tireless midfield that never EVER stopped challenging and

chasing and digging. With Karina Guerrera, the most

natural goal-scorer I've ever coached.

And with trust. Trust in the system. Trust in the belief that no

matter what one's role on the team happens to be, it is

vitally important. Trust that one's teammates have embraced

the importance of their roles as well. And trust that if

everyone does their part then the TEAM can achieve, and

maybe even overachieve.

That's how you young women did it. You found a way to

make all the different parts fit together to make each other

part BETTER, where one player's strength covered for

another's weakness. You made a team that was so, so much

better than the sum of its individual players.

And I was honoured to coach you. Thank you all.

- Coach Van Dyke

Soccer

Senior Girls
MERLE GRIFFIN

TROPHY &
MAJOR S

Karina Guerrera

MAJOR S

Genevieve
Quirion

Julia Gilpin

+ SPORTSMANSHIP

SENIORS

Lyanne
Carruthers

Mya Daigle



Senior Girls Soccer Bishop's College School

CAIS National Champs
Game 1 : SC 2 - Pickering College 0

In her best game of the season Misha Pejzlova

dominates the midfield, feeding beautiful passes all

over the field that help create the only two goals of

the game - the first on a corner kick, and the

second on a perfectly paced through ball to a

streaking Karina Guerrera.

Game 2: SC 2 - Bishop Strachan School 0

BSS would prove a much tougher test. A talented,

aggressive, fast opponent, The cold rain. The

sloppy field. But none of this bothers the Red &

White, as we play our toughest second half of the

season. Contact, pushing, battling. Big Girl soccer.

Scoreless tie. Until Genevieve Quirion, who had

dominated her side of the field the entire game,

pushes forward into space and finds Tessa

Dobson, who sets up Karina for the eventual game-

Game 3: SC 1 - Sacred Heart 1

Already qualified for the Championship Division,

everybody gets to play and everybody plays

pretty well. Great saves by Sam Rhainds. Goal by

Karina on a catapult throw-in by Lyanne

Carruthers. Sacred Heart tied on a late penalty

shot. By virtue of having the least goals against we
will be ranked 1 st in our division for re-alignment.

Quarter-final: SC 2 - St. Mildred's-

Lightbourn School 0

The pressure is back on. Lose and go home. We
come out of the gates attacking. Great midfield

work, superb performance from the defence of

Gilpin, Daigle, Quirion (the GDQ), and speed

runs up the left side from Lyanne Carruthers keep

constant pressure on SMLS until inevitably Karina

taps one in on a scramble to take the lead.

But to win CAIS, you need a little luck. And we get

some when we're whistled for a handball in the

box in the second half and their best player misses

the penalty shot wide left. After that gift from the

soccer gods, I start to believe that maybe this

could be our year. And when Kayla Clarke

converts a cross to put the game out of reach, I

believe it a little more. Little ol' Stanstead has made

it to the Final Four!

Semi-final: SC 1 - St. Clement's School 0
Number-one-ranked St. Clement's has it all. We
are serious underdogs. But in the pre-game huddle

we look around and realize it wasn't talent that

brought us this far. It was working together. It was

trust. So when we make it to halftime and it's still

0-0, despite SCS utterly dominating us, we know

that we have 'em right where we want 'em!

Because they're gonna get frustrated, they're

gonna get careless, and we may just get lucky and

catch 'em on the Karinacounterattack...

1 0 minutes left. Scramble in our box. Alissa

Bissonette wins the ball and clears it to Karina,

who turns on her defender and turns the situation

into a 40-yard footrace, the race is even the whole

way, now top of the 18... she cuts in and wins

leverage... now her defender is on her hip... no

panic... another perfect touch to the top of the 6...

and finally, she coolly knifes it bottom left corner.

1 -0 Spartans - what a goal!

Full defensive mode now. Under a minute left. St.

Clement's steals one of our throw-ins at half, tic-tac-

toes through the midfield, one-touches to the top of

the 1 8, one-touches again into the box, and their

striker finds herself with an uncontested shot from

1 2 yards away. The GDQ never allows these

types of shots, but 5 perfect SCS passes make it

happen. Here it is. Here's the tournament. And

Samantha Rhainds, who started her soccer career

exactly 1 3 months 2 weeks earlier, flashes out her

right leg like a rattlesnake and makes the

unbelievable point-blank kicksave to preserve the

1-0 win!

Final: SC 2 - Rothesay-Netherwood 1

Here we are. All the marbles. But warming up on

the other side of the field is RNS, the only other

team at CAIS as strong as St. Clement's. Yep,

we're underdogs again. But we'd beaten the odds

just to get here - we know it can be done.

We have a phenomenal opening 1 0 minutes,

knocking Rothesay back on their heels with our

aggressiveness and desire. But our talented

opponents recover and take it to us for the rest of

the half. Pinpoint passing, great communication,

and defenders fast enough to deal with our

counterattack. And then they string together the

nicest goal I've seen scored against us all season.

1-0 down. And in soccer, against a great

opponent, 1-0 down is a long way down. But at

halftime, the players and coaches are NOT down.

And somehow, after 5 games in two and a half

days, the Spartans dig even deeper. No, that

doesn't mean we start possessing the ball against

RNS, but we disrupt them more, intercept more

passes, challenge even harder, and counterattack

even more. And then we earn a direct kick just

outside the 1 8. Mya takes it, and this time Karina

heads it just over the keeper and just under the

crossbar! Tie game!

Rothesay is stunned, and lose some confidence.

And then comes the Highlight Of The Year, Misha

sends Karina in on a partial break, and Karina

manages to force the excellent RNS defender to

foul her. In the box. Penalty shot.

Is there any moment more packed with pressure

than a penalty shot to win a National Tournament?

I'm gonna go with no. Thirty-five players, ten other

teams, the BCS student body, the Stanstead fan

bus. All watching her take the most important shot

in Stanstead College's history.

And Karina Guerrera, the Player Of The

Tournament, ice-cold-water-in-the-veins buries it.

From that moment on, it's hang on for dear life, as

Rothesay throws the kitchen sink at us in a valiant

effort to tie. But when you have the GDQ, a

kitchen sink just isn't enough. The final whistle

blows, 2-1 final score, and the rest, as they say, is

history. CAIS 201 4 Champions - your Stanstead

Spartans!



Junior Boys

(Front l-r) Alexander
Liddel-Grainger, Jacob

Ducharme, Ian

Bissonnette, Andrew
Stevens, Kiefer

Hayward, Maximilian

Lergon, Edmond Azar,

(middle) Coach Rioux,

Samuel Tolentino,

Bruno Granados,

Carson Son, Juan
Alejandro Mucino,

Kyle Morin, Sebastian

Wustrow, Hans
Huebener, Mariano
Herrera, Jorge

Mondragon, Coach

Flores, (rear) John

Wood-Downey, Taylor

Gratton, Daniel

Dumont, Tony Tu,

Auston Plotkin.

Missing: Eduardo
Coindreau

Whaf a season! The team came together quickly.

Chemistry came naturally. And in the end, the raw

talent and athleticism of the group combined with a

tireless work ethic gave us a chance to compete each

and every game. Our overall team record was 7 wins,

2 losses and 6 ties. We finished in second place in the

league, with 3 wins, 1 loss and 4 ties. However,

despite enjoying a strong season, we saved our best

for last and achieved ultimate success in the playoffs

defeating Seminaire Salesien 2-0 and arch rivals

Bishop's College School 2-1 to take the ETIAC Playoff

Championship Trophy. It was an absolute pleasure

coaching you boys! Your positive spirits, self-

motivation, desire to succeed and overall competitive

nature made you all a formidable group of boys to

work with. Thank you for the memories and

congratulations on a truly fine season. Viva Stanstead!

Special thank you to Emilio Flores for all the help and

support coaching, as well as a big shout-out to team

captains Andrew Stevens and Jacob Ducharme for

their outstanding leadership and play.

- Coach Rioux

Soccer
JUNIORS

Bruno Granados

Jacob Ducharme

Eduardo Coindreau

(+ SPORTSMANSHIP)
Andrew Stevens

Jorge Mondragon

JUNIORS Leslie MacKinnon

Junior Girls
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Ariane Julien

Stephanie Desjardins

Shayla Coates

SPORTSMANSHIP

(Front l-r) Morgan
Ireland, Chloe

Van Dyke, Leslie

MacKinnon,
Stephanie

Desjardins,

Shayla Coates,

Anna
Thingphang-nga,

Maude
Migneault, (rear)

Coach Grenier,

Judith Neeposh,
Maude Poulin-

Labelle, Vanessa
Rodriguez,

Ariane Julien,

Meagan Grant,

Ricarda Wingler,

India Kitchen,

Claudia Romero,
Rina Takahashi.

Missing:

Elizabeth

Gaudreau

Takahashi

Undefeated season. 8-3-0. 49 goals for (are you kidding me?) 5

goals against. 8 shut-outs. IsteverETIAC league banner. 2nd ever

Championship Trophy. This is the legacy team. You are legend.

Our stats speak for themselves. My tie speaks for itself (you guys

will get that) and I am still wearing it even though you might be re-

reading this 20 years from now. I want people to ask me about it.

You girls made Stanstead College history. You were an awesome

team to coach and not because you kept winning. You girls get

what it means to be a team. You were nice to each other, you

worked hard in practice, you learned our tactics and applied them

in games, you competed hard, had fun and you were coachable.

What more can a coach ask for? The winning was nice but the

teamwork was better. You guys were like a well-oiled machine.

Nah. You were better than that. You were like a super-terminator

team from the future. It was pretty cool to watch from the sidelines.

Skill, sports IQ, and effort combined. Every last player on the

team. You know I will still be going to the gym to look at that

banner long after you have graduated. We did it together. Other

teams may repeat, but we were the first. How cool is that? Don't

you forget it. I won't. Maybe I will have mounted my team pin

onto a ring by the time you read this... my very own SuperBowl

ring! What a crazy-good team. Thank you for being you.

- Coach G (and assistant-coach Chaz)



Soccer

Bantam Boys

BANTAM S
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(Front l-r) Patricio

Tama/o, Pui Yuen
Cheung, Will Huckins,

Andrew Bouchard,

Andrei Bucatel,

Guillherme Sperotto,

Paul Teng, (rear)

Coach Blair, Timothy

Smith, Hidenobu
Kaga, Zackary
Crawford, Patrick

Young, Alex Bimm,
Vincent llluzzi, Tyler

Carruthers, Coach

Cochrane

{SPORTSMANSHIP)

Will Huckins

The bantams were a potpourri of sizes, speeds and skill

levels. The common thread was a love for playing

soccer, getting better and, most importantly, having fun.

We spent the majority of practices improving basic

skills, learning about positions and "shape" and

improving our knowledge and vocabulary for the

game. Our fullbacks were tested often every game and

became a very solid, cohesive group by the end of the

season. They held the opposition to 1 2 goals against.

Our starting midfielders proved to be a lively, active

and effective force against every team we played.

Up front was the most dynamic spot on the team and

they created many scoring opportunities, potting 1 4

goals this season. There were two situations our goalies

faced: the team was dominating so the goalie simply

stood in the cold and rain, feeling miserable, wishing

he was scoring goals. Second, and more frequently,

out team was constantly playing defence, and the

goalie faced a thousand shots, they score a 1 00 goals

the goalie feels miserable. AND it is cold and raining.

That was our season!

Thank you all for a great season.

- Coach Blair

Bantam Girls

(Front l-r) Abby Murray,

Alex Smith, Alyssa

MacPherson, Mackenzy
St-Pierre, Emily Willis,

(rear) Coach Reynolds,

Lou Kian Botton,

Samantha Smith, Jasmine

Richter, Kim Lie Botton,

Sumomo Susata, Coach

Smith. Missing: Francesca

Richardi

The season started cold and windy, but the bantam

girls played like troopers. Day after day, game after

game, they gave it every ounce of energy and

dedication that they had. All but two games were

played short-handed, something that we are used to,

but something that can get very tiring, very quickly.

While victory eluded us, we had fun and never gave

up. Each and every girl on the team should be very

proud of her accomplishments this year. For some, this

was a brand new experience; for the others, it was old

hat as they had played somewhere before. Everyone

worked together, supported each other, encouraged

Soccer BANTAM S SPORTSMANSHIP

Emily Willis Mackenzy Abby Murray

St-Pierre

each other and cheered for each other.

Congratulations to each and every player on your

effort and contributions to the team. Special mention

goes to those who participated in the mixed tournament

that we participated in; winning on that awful cold,

windy and rainy day was very sweet. Best of luck to all

for next year; to those returning to bantam... we'll see

you in the fall!.

- Coach Smith & Coach Reynolds
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(Front l-r): Misha Hubacek, Lara Wessels, Selina Yang, Chilly Jiang, Amanda De Grace, Helen Yao,

Frederic Migneault, Marisol Calva, Jordana Toporek, Romina Mucino, Theresa Schachner, (middle)

Robert Meisner, Sarah-Maude Labrecque, Bret Butler, Nick Bowen, Robert He, Jeffrey Liao, Guoyao
Ma, Lou-Henri Scraire, Sidhant Awasthy, Xavier Koontz-Miller, Ian Kemp, Peng Yi Huang, (rear) Coach
Pecinovic, Anton Isaev, Ethan Rist, Timur Khafizov, Mikael Zarife, Samuel Oe Grace, Gene
Maneechawakajone, Vincent Martel, Nicolas Arel, Axel Cote, Theo Thomas, Coach Charest

The year in cross-country running was a challenging

one. With 33 runners ranging from bantam boys and

girls to senior boys and girls, the season was

exceptional. With 1 37 points in total in the overall

standings, the team emerged as a solid group of

athletes with determination, honesty and integrity

enough to rival any of the larger schools we competed

against. I am very proud with how the team

represented the school at every race and demonstrated

the high standards that we expect of our students.

Being members of the ETIAC, our competitors were the

local English high schools including our rival BCS,

whom we almost beat in the finals with a close second

place. The great season went well thanks to all the

great Stanstead College staff, especially Mr. Charest

whose cheerful attitude and great encouragements kept

everyone in high spirits. A special congratulations to

Vincent Martel for winning three silver medals and

being the team's MVP. Through the wasps, muddy

trails, consistent small injuries and positive attitude day

in and out, I want to thank all of you runners for a great

season and hope that you continue your cardiovascular

adventures in all your future endeavours.

- Coach Pecinovic

Cross-Country

Running

WILLIAM GREENSHIELD

TROPHY & SENIORS
Vincent Martel

SENIOR S: Xavier Koontz-Miller, Sarah-Maude Labrecque, Lara Wessells,

¥7
~~
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Robert Meisner (+ SPORTSMANSHIP)

JUNIOR S BANTAM S

Misha Hubacek Amanda
Samuel De Grace De Grace



Outdoor
Pursuits

Intramurals

Chanelle Coates,

Rochelle

Bergeron, Chiara

Masotto-Prevost,

Abdo,
Sadie Dewitt,

Ajami,

Miko Hao, Alice

Liu, Susannah
Wolfe,Marie Soleil

Marquis, Kaylee

Bowen, Charlotte

Canonne, Calista

McNicoi
Koki Asami, Jeffrey Au, Yeming Chang, Kareen Chen, Angela

Cheng, Sasha Gapich, Julia Guo, Trevor Huang, Yuan Liu,

Jiajia Ma, Ryoka Nagai, Leysan Shafigullina, Becky Shen,

Martin Siu, Anna Smith, Momoko Takaoka, Akimasa Takeda,

Erie Tang, Rita Vungsuntitum, Tony Yang, Yuhi Yoshikawa,

Junwen Zheng

This season we tried rugby, volleyball, basketball and for a brief moment,

ultimate frisbee. For all those that joined, we had a great time with lots of

laughter. Thanks to all that came out daily. You made it special, and you

made it a great experience. - Coach May

Cross-Country

Skiing
(rear l-r) Tony

Tu, Robert He,

Wendy Guan,
Sheila Wang,
Bob Chen, Sam
De Grace, Mr.

Beaupre, Sasha

Gapich, (front)

Selina Yang,

Amy Wu,
Angelina Mo,
Chilly Jiang, Ms.

Wilkinson, Paul

Teng, Julia Guo



ETIAC LEAGUE & PLAYOFF CHAMPS (UNDEFEATED)

CEGEP DE SHERBROOKE TOURNEY CHAMPS
CLINT DUNNING (HSB) TOURNEY CHAMPS

BCS TOURNEY CHAMPS * VISSER PROVINCIAL CHAMPS

SENIORS
Nick Burleson

& Theo Thomas
Basketball

Varsity Boys

SPORTSMANSHIP
Ben Smith

E.C. AMARON
TROPHY & SENIOR S

Sydney Davis

Coach Bembenek, Ben Smith, Mikael Zarife, Sydney Davis, Fernando Avila, De'Rico Smith, Nick Burleson, Theo Thomas,
Robert Allan, Yousef LePabic, Adil Ouahbi. Missing: Akeem Philip

The Stanstead College varsity boys

basketball team ended their season

with another Visser provincial

championship. The team also won the

Clint Dunning tournament, CEGEP de

Sherbrooke tournament and the BCS

Invitational tournament, remaining

undefeated in Quebec for two years

in a row. The team also showed very

well at fop Canadian tournaments

such as finishing third at the BRIT and

finishing sixth at CAIS. With an overall

record of 33 wins and 9 losses, the

team played extremely hard in every

competition they entered, especially

considering they were low in numbers.

As strong a combination of athleticism

and skill this growing program has

ever seen, this team will be

remembered for a long time.

- Coach Bembenek



Coach Van Dyke, Rina Takahashi, Mya Daigle, Julia Gilpin, Lyanne Carruthers, Susannah Wolfe,

Nayla Al-Ajami, Madyson St-Pierre, Chloe Van Dyke, Sadie Smith, Erin Butler, Kayla Clarke, Ashley

Langevin, Charlotte Canonne

This past season marks the end of one of the most enjoyable

eras of my coaching career. It is rare to have continuity at a

boarding school, but luckily for me, and luckily for Stanstead

College, a core of five players stayed together at the varsity

level for the past three years. Nayla, Erin, Julia, Lyanne and

Madyson all made the senior team as Grade 1 Os back in

November 201 2. Since those early days, not only have they all

improved immensely, but every single one of them has come to

love basketball. What else could a coach ask for?

I mentioned improvement. In 201 2-1 3 (Year I) we finished with

1 3 wins vs 22 losses. In Year II, 20 wins and 1 3 losses. And in

Year III we recorded 27 wins vs just 1 0 losses. This kind of

steadily increasing success is a testament to what experience

and teamwork - what some would call "intangibles" - can

really accomplish.

But the core didn't do it alone. No way. Sadie, Susannah,

Ashley, Mya and Chloe moved up from Junior and made huge

contributions all season long, while Kayla and Rina, our two

walk-ons, were equally instrumental to our success. Every

player had a role, embraced that role, and made the team

stronger. Strong enough to earn Silver Medals at the MIS and

at the Bailly. Strong enough to win our own invitational. And

most impressively, strong enough to beat the mighty Galt Pipers

twice (!) during the regular season to win the coveted ETIAC

banner for the first time in six years.

We played some very good basketball this season, and earned

more than our fair share of memorable moments: Chloe's three-

pointer with 1 3 seconds left against Ridley to send our first

CAIS game into OT; Kayla's suffocating get-in-her-head

defence against BCS's best player; Mady's from-the-rafters

offensive rebound against Galt to clinch the banner; the Bailly

heartbreak; Lyanne playing post at the McLeod; the instant

classic double-OT win against MVR.

When I add these memories to the highlights from the previous

two seasons, I realize how blessed I am. Blessed to coach such

a fine group of young women. To enjoy the best of what high

school sports has to offer. To have been part of this magnificent

era. And now, with the amazing number of girls in the school

whose favourite sport is basketball? With how great a culture

we have for girls' hoops? With the experienced veterans

returning and the talented players moving up from Junior?

Hooboy! Kids, I can't wait - looks like it's time for the next era!

- Coach Van Dyke

Senior
Basketball

Girls

SENIORS
Kayla Clarke

Julia Gilpin

(+SPORTSMANSHIP)

BESS FERGUSON
TROPHY & MAJOR S

Lyanne Carruthers &
Madyson St-Pierre



Basketball

Junior Boys
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JUNIOR S

Thomas Abbott

Eduardo Coindreau

SPORTSMANSHIP
Jorge Mondragon

Coach Blair, Jeffery

Liao, Thomas Abbott,

Gene
Maneechawakajone,
Eduardo Coindreau,

Jorge Mandragon,
Michael Zhang, Nick

Bowen, Max Lergon,

Brett Buttler

Overall, we had an excellent season. Although we lost

our first game by 35 points and we lost our last game by

35 points, everything in between was very close.

Throughout the season we were very competitive. In fact,

most of our games were won or lost by 3 points or less.

Max, Gene and Jeffery were all relative rookies to

playing organize basketball. They practised hard all

season and improved significantly. Mike, Brett and Nick

were the engines who would grind out points, play hard

on defence, were always positive and made a significant

impact on the court. Jorge earned the Sportsmanship

Award. He came to practice every day with boundless

energy and gritty determination. During games, he was

tenacious on defence, a beast on the boards but always

a gentleman. Thomas and Eduardo both earned a Junior

S. Both were team leaders and worked hard during

practice and in games. However, they each had a

different impact role on the team and on the court that

led to our success this year. Thomas took on the

demanding role as our point guard. Eduardo was our go-

to guy, whether it be in the post, breaking a press or

setting the screens for others to score. Many thanks for a

memorable season. - Coach Blair

Basketball
JUNIORS
Mackenzy St-Pierre

Kaylee Bowen

SPORTSMANSHIP
Claudia Romero
Kayla Ouellet

Junior Girls

Back: Coach Galant,

Marlie Gaudisio,

Calista McNicol,

Ricarda Wingler, Jia

Jia Ma, Momoko
Takaoka, Mackenzy
St-Pierre, Misha

Hubacek, Rachelle

Bergeron, Theresa

Schachner, Claudia

Romero, Jordana
Toporek, Kareen

Chen, Becky Shen,

Coach Wolfe

Front: Kaylee Bowen,
Kayla Ouellet

Our record this year was 1 1 -7. We were fourth out of 1 2

at the MIS Tournament, second in our division, going

ahead of a team that beat us because of a three-way tie

(points against) and our awesome defence. We lost in the

ETIAC finals, had a play-in game to go to provincials,

where we won the consolation. All in all a great season

where we learned and improved a lot, laughed even

more and had fun!

Our Sportsmanship Award was shared by Kayla

Ouellet, our co-captain, who was always encouraging;

and Claudia Romero, a fierce competitor on the court

who kept us laughing off the court.

A Junior S went to Mackenzy St-Pierre. I kept giving her

new things to learn all season. It was rewarding to watch

her confidence and abilities grow this season as well as

her belief in herself and her teammates.

The second "S" went to co-captain Kaylee Bowen.

Kaylee is canny and never stops going after all loose

balls, and she's so tough. She has become so consistent

and did each of these and more every game. Kaylee did

not have a bad game all season, and that is why we
were as successful as we were. - Coach Wolfe



BANTAM S

& SPORTSMANSHIP
Tyler Carruthers

Tim Smith, Tyler

Carruthers, Vincent

llluzzi, Andrei Bucatel,

Bruno Granados,

Guoyao Ma, Ba Nam
Nguyen, Hidenobou

Kaga, Patricio

Tomayo, Frederic

Migneault, Coach

Simard

After a one-year hiatus with no eligible bantams last

year (and therefore a year of "intramural basketball")

this year saw the return of a Bantam Boys team playing

in the ETIAC league with an 1 1-man squad (including a

few over-age players). We played a total of 1 2 games

and became known as the "road warriors" due to an

extensive series of six consecutive away games in the

months of January and February. For many of these

Spartans it was their first experience with basketball,

while our opponents often played together throughout

their elementary school years. We did a lot of learning,

gained experience, and had fun... and had a perfect

record... sort-of! We had some memorable days, like

the one where I had to stop practice due to three

injuries within one minute, while NOT playing

basketball. Fred asked if he could eat pizza three

minutes before a game, and theorized that Richmond

made their gym cold on purpose so they would have an

advantage over us. Hide was often out-of-control and

sometimes gave TMI. Nam and Fred were banned from

asking questions.... but they both finally got their first

baskets of the season during the last week. Andrei, Tim,

Guoyao, Vincent, Zack, Bruno and Patricio all improved

and had their moments during the season. Tyler was the

first to volunteer for everything, was very coachable

and always did as asked, attacking the basket despite

his small size. Thanks to all for their commitment to

learn and improve this past season. I look forward to

seeing many of you continue to grow and to become

kncIfotKnll nlnvers in the future. - Coach Simard

BANTAM S SPORTSMANSHIP

Basketball

Bantam Girls Alyssa MacPherson

Emily Willis

Alexandra Smith

Coach Hessian, Sumomo
Susata, Abby Murray,

Emily Willis, Alyssa

MacPherson, Alex Smith,

Ryota Nagai, Francesca

Richardi, Coach Diagana.

Missing; India Kitchen

Thanks, girls. Thank you all for the layups, the warmups,

the wall taps, the jump shots, the foul shots, the 3-point

shots. Thanks for Breakout, Four Corners, burpees, bear

crawls. Thanks for the ball sprints, 2-ball sprints, no-ball

sprints. Thanks for the 3-man weave, "banana" runs.

Thanks for the backdoor passes, the full-court passes, box

outs, fast breaks and press breaks. Thanks for the quality

time, the good tunes, the road trips, the sleepovers, the

selfies and snapchats, the matching T-shirt, the fizzy

water, making us laugh, making us nervous and pulling

through when we really needed it. Thank you for being

humble in victory and for being gracious in defeat.

Hopefully this is a quality that will follow you for your

entire career.

Speaking of victory, we were undefeated in four

months and 20 games of basketball. We won the

Montreal Invitational Tournament, the BCS tournament,

ETIAC league and playoffs. This is unprecedented. You

are unprecedented.

Here's one last piece of advice: work as hard as you

can, as fast as you can, for as long as you can.

- Coach Hessian and Coach D.

Basketball

Bantam Boys



Squas

(Front l-r) Lara

Cooper, Vanessa
Rodriguez Gasperin,

Marie-Soleil

Marquis, Romina
Mucino, Chiara

Prevost, Inkar

Kydyralina, Miko
Hao, Sagira

Segovia, Clodelle

Abdo, (rear) Coach
Prevost, Pui Yuen
Cheung, Connor
Fletcher, Hans
Huebener, Jacob
Borsari, Matthew
Trnkus, Alejandro

Mucino, Andres
Montalvo, Benjamin
Clermont, Ulysse

Merat, Ryan
Fletcher, David

Wood Downey,
Sidhant Awasthy,

Coach Williams

Mr. Williams and Mr. Prevost would like to congratulate

everyone on the team this season. They are a fine group of

individuals who made it one of the finest years in memory. The

team was a truly positive and competitive group, with many
abilities and aptitudes for the sport. Team spirit was high and
there is much to be proud of. Congratulations to the winner of

the Sportsmanship Award, Matthew Trnkus, and the Top Female

Athlete, Sagira Segovia. A special honour this year goes to

Ryan Fletcher, for winning the Top Male Athlete Award as well

as the Major S and sweater, the first Major S in squash since

1 996. He truly deserved this prestigious honour.

NOW TO WRAP, I'D LIKE TO UNDERLINE HERE

THAT THE SQUASH COURTS WERE FILLED

WITH LAUGHTER AND CHEER
THIS SQUAD IS MADE UP OF THE BEST OF THE BEST

AND YOU BETTER BELIEVE ME WHEN I SAY I FEEL BLESSED
TO BE ABLE TO BE A SMALL PART OF THIS TEAM
THAT SHOWED ME JUST HOW SO GREAT WE CAN BE

WHEN WE SET OUR MINDS TO WHAT REALLY COUNTS
WE HAD A BALL, AND I’LL MISS YOU EACH,
LIKE FAIR FEATHER FRIENDS,

ONE FOR ALL - ALL FOR ONE - RIGHT TO THE END.

- Coach Williams

SENIORS
Lou-Henri Scraire

SPORTSMANSHIP
Ian Kemp

Front: Lou Kian Botton,

Guilherme Sperotto,

Angela Cheng, Xavier

Koontz-Miller

Rear: Coach Planetta,

Steven Zheng, Jeffrey

Au, Morgan Ireland,

Varitha Vungsuntitum,

Amber Wu, Lou-Henri

Scraire, Yuan Liu, Ian

Kemp, Alice Liu, Coach
Langlois, Anna Smith

We are proud of each curler for their dedication and

commitment during the long winter term. From a

competitive standpoint, it was a very successful season.

SC finished second in the league and second in the

playoffs.

Every player improved as the season went on. Morgan
Ireland was the most consistent lead in the league while

Ian Kemp and Lou-Henri Scraire were the team leaders.

At the close of the season, Ian was given the

Sportsmanship trophy while Lou-Henri was given a

Senior-S award.

SC hosted a group of visiting Asian students one cold

afternoon in February. Our students felt first-hand what it

is like training and showing a group of inexperienced

young people how the game works! We were pleased

by the helpfulness, comportment and patience shown by

our curling team during their visit to the Border Curling

Club.

Thanks for a great season!

-Coach Planetta & Coach Langlois



JUNIORS SENIORS
Chanelle Coates

Rosemarie Poulin

Vincent Martel

Namka Eldev-Ochir

Missing: Martin Siu

Swimming
Marisol Calva

Ines Muhlleitner

Alex Bimm
Samuel Tolentino

BANTAM S

Kim Lie Botton, Jasmine Richter, Amanda De Grace

SPORTSMANSHIP
Robert Meisner

TRUSTEES' CUP
& MAJOR S

Liam Cosgrove

(Front l-r) Samantha
Smith, Anna
Thinphang-nga,

Marisol Calva,

Amanda De Grace,

Kim Lie Botton, Helen

Yao, Ines Muhlleitner,

Jasmine Richter,

(middle) Coach

Campbell, Chanelle

Coates, Samuel

Tolentino, Adolfo

Tolentino, Andreas

Alexopoulos, Robert

Meisner, Alexander

Bimm, Namka Eldev-

Ochir, Timur Khafizov,

Rosemarie Poulin,

Coach Pecinovic,

(rear) Vincent Martel,

William Walker, Liam

Cosgrove, Telmen

Uurtsaikh, Martin Siu,

Robert Allan

This year's swimming season was just, basically,

awesome. I would like to thank all the athletic swimmers

who, through perseverance, focus and training, proved

they could surmount any odds. Their positive attitude,

honest love for Timbits and disrespect for cold pool

water were a constant reminder of why the loudest,

proudest and most polite team at competitions was

always Stanstead College students. With 41 7 points

accumulated through the season, we came in second

place, only 20 points behind BCS who took the banner

this year, though I am certain they will just be holding it

warm for us until we get it back from them next year.

Swimming is an individual sport. Even when in a relay it

is just you and the other swimmers trying to beat each

other for that finishing stroke. A thousandth of a second is

big deal here, folks. Whether celebrating each race with

"Princess Leia Towel heads" or intimidating the other

schools with a Spartan cheer that curdled their blood,

we never left without leaving a positive impression on the

judges and other coaches. When we decided to have

two relay teams, the other schools followed. When we

sang on the bus, we sang in assembly. This team was a

cohesion of strong characters and fantastic team spirit

that I have been honoured to be a part of. Thanks for a

great season, everyone.

- Coach Pecinovic



Varsity Boys

SIT CHAMPIONS
R9

DAWES TROPHY
& MAJOR S

David Jankowski

Christopher Smith

SENIORS
MAJOR S SPORTSMANSHIP Nathan Sanderson
Drew Packman Alex De Jordy-Butler James Zanca

"Where you stumble and fall, there you will find gold."

-Joseph Campbell

(Front l-r) Matthew Chan, Ethan Rist, Antulio Tamayo, Dan Poliziani, Christopher Smith, Drew Packman,
David Jankowski, Matthew Thompson, James Rioux, James Zanca, Alex de Jordy Butler, (middle) Kari
Belec, Axel Cote, Jeremy Descheneaux, Grant Baird, Nicolas Arel, Filip Dusek, Nathan Sanderson,
William Lebel, Caleb Perez, Brandon Saarloos, (rear) Erkka Vanska, Blake Dalton, Antoine Belisle,
Bradley Brule

In my 34 years of coaching I doubt I can recall a year

quite like this particular campaign. Success appeared
undeniable for this group, as an early string of wins

came often and losses were short-lived. Rarely were

two losses strung together. When year-end deciding

contests ended poorly with losing results, the lessons

were learned much too late to help. Failure has to be

viewed as a lesson, nonetheless, and not as a

designation or label and while unfortunate for our ten

seniors, our returning players will be fueled by

understanding that we simply hadn't tried hard enough.

I find comfort in the knowledge that achievement and

success is a process, not an end in itself, and, as Joseph

Campbell also posits, "It is only in the experience of

life's successes and failures that salvation and true

happiness can be found."

- Coach Poliziani



(Front l-r) Shayla Coates, Coach Charest, Sarah-Maude Labrecque, Genevieve Quirion, Coach

Vaillancourt, Samantha Rhainds, Karina Guerrera, Coach Ross, Stephanie Desjardins.

Middle (Left-Right) Ariane Julien, Tessa Dobson, Meagan Grant, Leslie Mackinnon, Jordyn Pimm

Back( Left-Right) Alissa Bissonnette, Maude Poulin-Labelle, Judith Neeposh, Elizabeth Gaudreau

Missing: Michaela Pejzlova, Katerina Bukolska

Hockey

Varsity Girls tri
1

g Pejzlova

Thank you, girls, for trusting us and for giving everything you

had... most of the time! ;) In all seriousness, I am amazed

with how much all of you progressed this year. You became

physically and mentally fit - how about those stairs and

those timed skating drills or those runs after or before

games? Most importantly, you learned how to quiet that

"little voice" telling you you're done and that "limits - in the

words of Michael Jordan - are often illusions." You are now

mentally strong; let's be honest, you survived my tough

medicine. Your growth and our coming together as a team

was slow moving, but when it peaked, it peaked at the

appropriate time. For the last 2 1 games of our season, we

won 1 5 games, lost 3 and tied 3. We made it to the final

game of our league championship. Unfortunately, we didn't

win, but in my book, I truly believe that all of you are

winners. You are winners because you survived the year.

You are winners because you grew as people and you

pushed your limits. You are winners because in face of

adversity you rose up to many challenges in front of you.

During one of the last weeks of the season, I asked you to

run a 3K under 1 4 minutes, 25 minutes before a game. You

did it, without complaining, and you proceeded to win a big

game, managing to look fresh throughout the game! You will

never cease to surprise me, positively or negatively (you

know what I mean), but we are family and I would not

change you... okay maybe a few things: Jordy, stop thinking

hockey is like a book of physics. Meg, turn into a Type A.

Maude, get a cellphone so you can use it to text Tulio

instead of using your tablet. Judith, stop smiling when we get

mad at you. Karina, Dori, turn your volume down. Gen, stop

being so smart all the time. Sarah-Maude, run faster. Sam,

RELAX. And, Biss, please don't wait for playoffs next year to

score your first two goals... in the same game, within three

minutes apart! I am really proud of all of you, and for as

long as I will be the head coach of the girls hockey team,

this team will be remembered as the pioneers and the

survivors!

- Coach Vaillancourt

SPORTSMANSHIP
Genevieve

Quirion

MVP TROPHY
& MAJOR S

Samantha

Rhainds

SENIOR S

Katarina

Bukolska

Ariane

Julien



HAMP:

BANTAM
Front: Patrick Fraser,

Jacob Ducharme,
Patrick Colomb, Will

Huckins, James Rioux,

John Wood-Downey
Middle: Ian

Bissonnette, Mariano
Herrerra, Daniel

Dumont, Zackary
Crawford, Maude
Migneault

Rear: Alex Liddel,

Andrew Bouchard,
Auston Plotkin

This year's program included an intramural group, a

bantam team and a junior varsity team that competed
against senior high school teams throughout southern

Quebec.

Our intramural group enjoyed a wonderful season,

progressing from learning how to skate to eventually

scrimmaging regularly in practice. All in all, it was
amazing to see so many new faces love the sport of

hockey and eagerly take to the ice to practice Canada's

game!

Our bantam team showed tremendous progress

despite smaller numbers. We finished the season with

record of 5 wins, 7 losses and 2 ties.

At the junior varsity level, the team enjoyed a me

rigorous schedule than past years and truly worked vr

hard throughout the season, improving in a

and off the ice. Our overall record was 1 6

losses and 1 tie. Highlights included wins over Lower

Canada College, opportunity to play rival North Country

High School in front of a packed arena, as well as a

areas on

every opponent. In the end, we humbly finished first

overall in ETIAC play, earning the league banner for the

first time in years. Although we lost the playoff final series

to Alexander Galt, the games were tight and we left

everything we had on the ice in our final game, losing a

heartbreaker 3-2.

Special thanks to co-coaches Patrick Colomb and

Patrick Fraser for their tremendous support and tireless

efforts both on and off the ice. And a big thank you to the

team captains: Jordan Norris (C), Max Bourque (A), and

Jacob Ducharme (A) for their leadership and dedication

to the program.

JUNIOR VARSITY (front l-r) Jordan Laroche, Maxime Bourque, Liam Buck-
Thompson, Patrick Fraser, James Rioux, Patrick Colomb, Jordan Norris, Yuhi
Yoshikawa, Will Huckins, (middle) Kyle Morin, Vincent Martel, Grenville Lines,
Kiefer Hayward, Jacob Ducharme, (rear) John Wood-Downey, Mariano
Herrerra, Ian Bissonnette

INTRAMURAL
(front l-r)Patrick

Fraser, Edmond Azar,

Patrick Colomb,

Sebastien Wustrow,
James Rioux,

Andrew Stevens,

(middle) Koki Asami,
Hiromu Yamawaki,
Carson Son, Taylor

Grafton, Akimasa
Takeda, (rear) Peng
Yi Huang, Patrick

Young, Ziren Wang
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SPORTSMANSHIP JUNIORS
Jordan Norris Kyle Morin, Jacob Ducharme,
Yuhi Yoshikawa Max Bourque, Liam Stagg
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MOST IMPROVED
Ba Nam Nguyen

Softball
MVPs
David Jankowski, Ariane Julien

SEASON CHAMPS:
THE EXPOS

SPORTSMANSHIP
Alex de Jordy-Butler

BLUE JAYS (front l-r) Judith Neeposh, Kayla Clarke, Ines Muhlleitner, Lou Kian

Botton, Miko Hao, Charlotte Cannone, (rear) Kari Belec, Blake Dalton, Marie-

Soleil Marquis, Antoine Belisle, Brad Brule, Jordyn Pimm

ROYALS (front l-r) Lou-Henri Scraire, Auston Plotkin, lan Kemp, Misha

Hubacek, (rear) Liam Buck-Thompson, Alex de Jordy-Butler, Nicolas Arel, RJ

Smith, Ariane Julien. Missing: Jasmine Richter

EXPOS (front l-r) Meagan Grant, Sarah-Maude Labrecque, Peng Yi Huang,

Fred Migneault, Guilherme Sperotto, (rear) Rita Vungsuntitum, Ben Clermont,

David Jankowski, Nathan Sanderson, Caleb Perez, Samantha Rhainds

CARDINALS (front l-r) Ba Nam Nguyen, Paul Teng, Angela Cheng, Frankie

Richardi, Allyson Sarmiento, Kaylee Bowen, (rear) Madyson St-Pierre, Drew
Packman, Chris Smith, Matthew Chan, Inkar Kydyralina



Rugby

Senior Boys SENIOR S

Nick Burleson

Andres Montalvo

MAJOR S

Jacob Borsari

(+ SPORTSMANSHIP)
Jordan Norris

DONALD ROSS TROPHY
& MAJOR S

Grant Baird

(Front l-r) Ben Smith, Tulio Tamayo, Robert Meisner, Grenville Lines, Grant Baird, Jordan Norris, Nick

Burleson, Jacob Borsari, Telmen Uurtsaikh, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Charles Fall, (rear) Coach Grenier,

Taylor Grafton, Mariano Herrera, Martin Siu, Gene Maneechawakajone, Carson Son, Andres Montalvo,

Fernando Avila, Juan Mucino, Bob Chen, Ryan Fletcher, Xavier Koontz Miller, Edmond Azar, Adolfo

Tolentino, Devin Wang. Missing: Rocky Ma

There were a record 33 boys who tried out for this

team before the March Break. Some of them got sent

back down to junior and we ended up with a solid

core of 26 guys, half of which were Grade 1 2s.

Thirteen guys were in Grade 1 2 this year. Crazy, eh?

I will miss you boys, some of whom were entirely new

to the game, and I thank you for coming out and

making your last year a year of service to your

school. You could have coasted out, but you didn't.

You are Spartans through and through. You know

who you are.

We started the year with a tough round-robin

tourney at WIC in MTL. I wanted to get us some pre-

CAIS games. We lost both games but learned a lot.

Then came the national tourney at TCS in Port Hope.

Four tough games, but we beat BCS on the last day,

which was our goal.

We had a new team join our league this year to

make it a four-team league again: Seminaire de

Sherbrooke. They were a tough, skilled and very well-

coached team and had a handful of superstars who
play club rugby in the summertime. We gave them a

great first half in the final but we were exhausted and

ran out of gas in the second half. Nonetheless, we
finished second in the ETIAC. We finished third at the

Abenakis 7s Tourney out of 1 2 teams and we beat

Essex again this year in our only exhibition mid-

season game. Overall, this was an excellent season

of about equal wins-losses and lots of character

building, which is what sport is really about.

My last and most important point is this: remember

my speech? The mash-up of Rosie and Dolf's

speeches? Most Valuable People and Brothers? Yeah,

well, you are those people now. Brothers and most

valuable people from all around the world, playing

on the same team. Stanstead did that. Remember and

pass it on.

Congratulations to Grantus (MVP trophy), Jake, and

Jo for their Major S awards and to Andres and Nick

for their Senior S awards - one is like a son to me

and the other is from New Jersey. You guys were

fearless and more importantly, great team members.

- Coach G.



(Front l-r) Leslie MacKinnon, Sadie Smith, Nayla Al-Ajami, Rosemarie Poulin, Julia Gilpin, Genevieve

Quirion, Susannah Wolfe, Erin Butler, Lyanne Carruthers, Alissa Bissonnette, (rear) Coach Gallant, Rina

Takahashi, Mya Daigle, Ashley Langevin, Tessa Dobson, Becky Shen, Chloe Van Dyke, Calista McNichol,

Marlie Gaudioso, Vanessa Rodriguez, Rachelle Bergeron, Jordana Toporek, Kayla Ouellet, Coach

Hessian

A season of highs and lows - adventures, road trips to

CAIS, Vermont, Montreal, Lennoxville and, yes, around

the barn too. A season of both wins and losses, of

building skills, relationships, leadership, teammates and

foundation. As season of fewer excuses and more

decision making. A season of using all your hands, your

head and your heart. You reached and reached and

continued to give what you could, no matter how tired

you were. You learned to tackle, ruck, rip and maul, to

stay onside (I), to go over, under and around opponents

- to move the ball, see the space and have fun in the

moment. While we coaches donned our rainsuits plenty

of times, it seems to us that when we look back now, all

we can remember are sunny days, and we have you,

the athletes, to thank for that. We know wherever you

go - you'll remember this too. See you soon.

- Ms Hessian

Senior Girls
MAJOR S

& SPORTSMANSHIP
Julia Gilpin

ROGER MARINO CUP
& MAJORS
Genevieve Quirion

SENIORS
Erin Butler

Rosemarie Poulin

Alissa Bissonnette



(Front l-r) Zackary
Crawford, Hidenobu
Kaga, Patrick Young,
Timothy Smith, Will

Huckins, Thomas
Abbott, Alex Liddel-

Grainger, Patricio

Tamayo, Jeffrey Liao,

(rear) Coach Standage,

Samuel Tolentino,

Jorge Gomez, Eduardo
Coindreau, Daniel

Dumont, Michael

Zhang, Bruno

Granados, Coach Wells

This year's crop of eager young budding rugby players

were, as always, faced with the daunting task of

learning a tough new game from scratch with plenty of

rules to assimilate and pitfalls to be overcome. And, of

course, the weather. Our first tournament at Richmond

was played in freezing blizzard conditions, which

rapidly turned to fog and ankle-deep mud. The final

game was played in 28C and high humidity. In

between the players endured driving rain, high winds

and thunderstorms. With more experience built on this

year, the team rapidly gelled into an effective and

winning team, victorious in their first game at Massey-

Vanier and going on to crush the local ETIAC 7s

league with a record of 14-1 . Highlights included Alex

Liddel-Grainger's kick-and-run try against ESB, the

many bulldozer runs of Patrick Young, the penetrating

drives of Jorge Mondragon and the sheer speed of

Eduardo Coindreau, as well as many other fine

individual efforts from team. Congratulations to Will

Huckins, Patrick Young, Eduardo Coindreau and Jorge

Mondragon for their Junior S awards for outstanding

contributions to this year's team.

- Coach Standage

Jorge Mondragon
(+ SPORTSMANSHIP)
Eduardo Coindreau

Patrick Young

Will Huckins

. Rugby
Junior Boys

JUNIORS

Ruqby
SPORTSMANSHIP JUNIORS
India Kitchen Elizabeth Gaudreau

(Front l-r) Coach
Barker, Abby Murray,

Mackenzy St-Pierre,

Maude Migneault,

India Kitchen,

Elizabeth Gaudreau,
Kim Lie Botton, Alex

Smith, Alyssa

MacPherson, Coach
May; (rear) Marisol

Calva, Claudia

Romero, Romina
Mucino, Anna
Deputova, Emily Willis

For two months, I asked these young women to give

everything they had in practice and in games. To go for

as hard as they can for as long as they can. To throw

themselves into every drill to the best of their ability. To

tackle opponents twice their size and run as fast as they

can while being chased. Not once did they let me down.

I think that my mantra for the season was, "I like to win,

don't you all like to win?" The goal, started with India

and Elizabeth three years ago, has always been the

same: to be undefeated... to be perfect. As Ms. Hessian

will often repeat, "Practice doesn't make perfect. Perfect

practice makes perfect." Perfection is not something I

could have achieved by myself, obviously, and I have a

team of incredible young women to thank. So from the

bottom of my heart, a great thank you to you, the junior

girls. As a coach, you made it easy. You made it fun and

funny. And most of all, you made it amazing. Finally, no

practice or game would be complete without this: "Oh

my god, I love rugby with my soul! What do we want?

We want the ball, we want to score, we wanna have

fun! Oh my god, I love rugby with my soul!"

- Coach May



SPORTSMANSHIP
Ethan Rlst

Lacrosse

This has been a tremendous year for the field lacrosse

team. We participated in two jamborees and played

one exhibition game, totaling six games in three weeks.

Players learned valuable lessons about being a good

teammate and sportsmanship, as well as important

training habits in the weight room and on the field. We
quickly became a formidable opponent even for

seasoned, experienced teams, which is an indication of

the continued improvement of this program.

- Coach Colomb

(Front l-r) David Wood-Downey, Jacob Ducharme, Kiefer Hayward, Liam Stagg, James Zanca, Ethan

Rist, Adil Ouahbi, Liam Cosgrove, Erkka Vanska, (rear) Nick Bowen, Maxime Bourque, Brandon
Saarloos, Filip Dusek, Jordan Laroche, Rob Allan, Coach Colomb

SENIORS PHILIP SHIELD

Anna & SENIORS SPORTSMANSHIP
Thinphang-nga Axel Cote William Lebel

(Front l-r) Tyler Carruthers, Samantha Smith, Vincent llluzzi, Anna Thinphang-nga, Maximilian

Lergon, John Wood-Downey, Andrew Stevens, Ian Bissonnette, (rear) Coach Flores, Connor
Fletcher, Axel Cote, Will Lebel, Jeremy Descheneaux, Vincent Martel, Kyle Morin, Coach Smith



SPORTSMANSHIP
Alex Bimm
Akimasa Takeda

This year saw a total of close to forty players

participating in the popular sport of badminton.

While one does not ordinarily think of badminton

when we hear such words as speed, agility, finesse

and endurance, it is these qualities that build the

foundation of great badminton. We had our share

of top-ranking players as well as those who had

never played at all, and it made for a fine group of

athletes. Although we had only one competitive

tournament against other schools at the beginning

of the season, that did not stop us from holding inter-

squad tournaments on a bi-weekly basis. One of the

nice things about badminton is that there are several

tiers in which one can play: singles, doubles,and

mixed doubles. We incorporated each of these into

our tournaments and, overall, had a very successful

season.

- Coach Campbell

Alice Liu, Selina Yang,

Chilly Jiang, Sumomo
Susata, Eric Tang,

Amanda De Grace, Pui

Yen Cheung, Helen Yao,

Morgan Ireland, (middle)

Ziren Wang, Jeffrey Au,

Momoko Takaoka, Jiajia

Ma, Yuan Liu, Amy Wu,
Wendy Guan, Angelina

Mo, Julia Guo, Amber
Wu, Sheila Wang,
Andreas Alexopoulos,

(rear) Coach Bembenek,
Tony Tu, Robert He,

Guoyao Ma, Yeming
Chang, Alex Bimm,
Sasha Gapich, Sydney
Davis, Tony Yang,

Junwen Zheng, Trevor

Huang, Anna Smith,

Ryoka Nagai, Koki

Asami, Hiromu
Yamawaki, Yuhi

Yoshikawa, Akimasa
Takeda, Alejandro

Moreno, Coach Campbell

SENIORS MAJOR S& TENNIS SHIELD

Shayla Coates Michaela Pejzlova

Sam DeGrace Matthew Trnkus

SPORTSMANSHIP
Stephanie

Desjardins

(Front l-r) Leysan
Shafigullina, Kareen
Chen, Sagira Segovia,

Maude Poulin-

Labelle, Michaela

Pejzlova, Shayla

Coates, Karina

Guerrero, Stephanie

Desjardins, Chiara

Masotto-Prevost,

Clodelle Abdo, Lara

Cooper, (rear) Coach

Williams, William

Walker, Moise Amani,

Ulysse Merat, Hans
Huebener, Matthew
Trnkus, Theo Thomas,
Samuel De Grace,

Timur Khafizov, Bret

Butler, Andrei

Bucatel, Coach

Darshan, Coach

Prevost. Missing:

Andrew Bouchard,

Chanelle Coates

Mr. Williams would like to thank Mr. Prevost and Mr.

Darshan for their assistance in coaching this season.

Students displayed perseverance, humour and a strong

willingness to excel this year. It was a terrific season. The

players competed at Massey-Vanier, BCS and Selwyn House

in Montreal. The results were always competitively close. A
special congratulations to the two Major S winners, Matthew

Trnkus and Michaela Pejzlova as well as their winning the

shield matches. Also, congratulations to the Senior S winners,

Shayla Coates and Samuel De Grace. Well done, playersl

Yes we were strong, and we all got along

Even during tennis, volleyball, rain

Through laughter and tears, tennis this year

Seemed to get better and better again

So you all may know wherever you go

That the glue that bonds this amazing team's heart

With its very own tether that brought us together

It never need ever be taken apart

Since you shined your own light, constant and bright

From the very beginning right from the start

And now we wish you all well For what lies in store

To go where no players have yet gone before
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Grad Awards...

Varitha Vung // Most likely to be a footballer's wife.

Robert Meisner// Most likely to join a boy band.

Sam Rhainds// The next Ms. V.

William Walker// Most likely to get ID'd when they're 30.

Charles Fall, William Walker & Moise Amani// Triple Act.

Matt Trnkus// Mr. Know-It-All.

Robert Allan & Lyanne Carruthers// Most likely to get married.

Karina Guerrera// Most likely to join the opera.

Julia Gilpin// High on life.

Inkar Kydyralina// #lnstacrazy.

James Zanca// I'm too sexy for my shirt.

Ian Kemp// Most outrageous laugh.

Chanelle Coates// Stanstead Sweetheart.

Ethan Rist// The boys come first.
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GRADE 10 HISTORICAL SOCIETY PRIZE Samuel De Grace,

presented by SHS president Ann Montgomery

DIRECTOR S AWARD IN THEATRE ARTS Rosemarie

Poulin, presented by alumnus John Mackay

LIE AUDET TROPHY FOR POBLIC SPEAKING Thomas

Abbott, presented by Carmen Campbell

EVEREST AWARD Theo Thomas, presented by

Headmaster Wolfe and alumnus Georges

Beaubien

S.F. ABBOTT SHIELD (JR BOY ATHLETE) Eduardo

Coindreau, presented by Alex Philip

GORDON USHER JONES AWARD Karina Guerrera,

presented by alumnus Scott Waugh

SHIRLEY WOLTER TROPHY (SR GIRL ATHLETE) Gen
Quirion, presented by Alex Philip

SHEILA FERGUSON SHIELD (JR GIRL ATHLETE) Anna
Thinphang-nga, presented by Alex Philip

THOMAS JOHNSON MEMORIAL TROPHY (SR BOY ATHLETE)

Jordan Norris, presented by Alex Philip



FACULTY-STAFF AWARD Kaylee Bowen, presented by

Christian Wells

HEADMASTER'S AWARD Yuan Liu, presented by

Headmaster Wolfe

ASHWORTH SCHOLARSHIP (NEW AWARD) Ryan Fletcher,

presented by former faculty Peter Ashworth

GRAHAM CHANDLER SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD Alex

Dejordy Butler, presented by Graham Chandler

ALLAH FAMILY FRIENDSHIP CUP (NEW AWARD) Robert

Meisner, presented by alumnus Monty Allan

WILDER SHIELD Claudia Romero Thompson,

presented by alumnus and board chairman

Jonathan Cowen



Grade 7 Prizes
Amaron Prize for French Sumomo Susuta
Art Andrew Bouchard
English Francesca Richard!

Geography Andrew Bouchard
History Andrew Bouchard
Mathematics Andrew Bouchard
Music Sumomo Susuta

Science & Technology Andrew Bouchard
Sybil Galambos Prize for Francois Andrew Bouchard

Grade 8 Prizes
Amaron Prize for Frenc h Emily Willis

Art Amanda De Grace
English Patrick Young
Geography Emily Willis

History Emily Willis

Mathematics Emily Willis

Music Emily Willis

Science & Technology Emily Willis

Sybil Galambos Prize for Francois Amanda De Grace

Grade 9 Prizes
Amaron Prize for French Alexander Bimm
Art Anna Thinphang-Nga
English Xinyu (Helen) Yao
History John Wood-Downey
Mathematics Alexander Bimm
Music Elizabeth Gaudreau
Science Alexander Bimm
Sybil Galambos Prize for Franpais John Wood-Downey
Technology Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng

Grade 10 Prizes
A. Mackenzie Prize for English Anna Smith
Amaron Prize for French Kai-Ling (Kareen) Chen
Art Yi Zhi (Alice) Liu

Chemistry Samuel De Grace
Drama Shayla Coates

Historical Society Prize Samuel De Grace
Mathematics Chang (Robert) He
Music Yiheng (Tony) Tu

Physics Samuel De Grace
Science & Technology Erkka Vanska
Sybil Galambos Prize for Francois Shayla Coates
Highest Term 3 Average Samuel De Grace

Grade 1 1 Prizes
A. Mackenzy Prize for English Jordyn Pimm
Amaron Prize for French Lara Cooper
Art Shifu (Wendy) Guan
Biology Benjamin Clermont

Chemistry Benjamin Clermont

J. Brian Clarke Economics Prize Lara Cooper
J.D. Ferguson History Prize Susannah Wolfe
Mathematics Benjamin Clermont

Physics Benjamin Clermont

Sybil Galambos Prize for Francois Benjamin Clermont
Highest Term 3 Average Benjamin Clermont

Grade 1 2 Prizes
Art Li Yang (Eric) Tang
Biology Caleb Perez

Chemistry Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Comparative Politics Matthew Trnkus
Economics Alexander Dejordy-Butler

English Caleb Perez

French Ryan Fletcher

Human Geography Caleb Perez

Mathematics Shuang (Amber) Wu
Philosophy Ryan Fletcher

Physics Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Psychology Chanelle Coates

Highest Term 3 Average Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Junior School Prize
Improvement in French Second Language Jacob Ducharme

Senior School Prize
John Wells Improvement In French Second Language

Theodore Thomas

ESL Prizes
Most Outstanding Student Zihan (Becky) Shen
Most Improvement Rina Takahashi

Trustees' Award of Merit Georges Beaubien
Young Alumni Award J.D. Ross



Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Robert Meisner

Thespian Shield for Acting Alexander Bimm
Director's Award in Theatre Arts Rosemarie Poulin

Music Prize (for contribution to music in the school) Robert Meisner

Choir Award Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Jazz Band Award Ryan Fletcher

Yearbook Award Lyanne Carruthers

Technology Prize Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Lee Audet Trophy for Senior Public Speaking Thomas Abbott

Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize Xinyu (Helen) Yao

E. Harper Junior Debating Trophy Alexander Bimm
John T. Hackett Trophy for Senior Debating Ian Kemp
Rotary Club Service Award (for service above self in the school community) Ethan Rist

Community Service Award Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Gordon Usher-Jones Memorial Prize (to the Grade 1 2 student who has attended Stanstead College for one year and who has made an

exceptional contribution through involvement in all aspects of school life) Karina Guerrera

Everest Award (Awarded to a Grade 1 1 or 1 2 student who has overcome challenges and shown significant improvement)

Theodore Thomas
Billy Huckins Memorial Award (for dedication, hard work, achievement and above all courage) Sadie Smith

Raymond Lester Memorial Award (to the student who has most benefited from being at the school) Julia Gilpin

Banting Award (to a returning local student for academic achievement) Alexander Bimm

Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (to a local junior student returning to school) Mackenzy St-Pierre

Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (to a local senior student returning to school) Kaylee Bowen
A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Benjamin Clermont

McGill Science Medal Award Benjamin Clermont

Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (to the top student entering an Engineering program) Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Ralph V. Merry Award (to the top student entering a Humanities program) Susannah Wolfe

House Director's Award: Bugbee House Robert Meisner

Colby House Rina Takahashi

Davis House David Wood-Downey
Webster House Nayla Al-Ajami

Sheila Ferguson Shield (to the all-round junior girl athlete of the year) Anna Thinphang-Nga

S.F. Abbott Memorial Shield (to the all-round junior boy athlete of the year) Eduardo Coindreau

Shirley Wolter Trophy (to the all-round senior girl athlete of the year) Genevieve Quirion

Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (to the all-round senior boy athlete of the year) Jordan Norris

Trueman-McFadyen Award (Awarded to the three varsity sport graduating girl major "S" recipient with the highest overall academic average)

Genevieve Quirion

Bowman Hall Award (Awarded to the three varsity sport graduating boy major "S" recipient with the highest overall academic average)

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Graham Chandler Sportsman of the Year Award (Awarded to the athlete who best exemplifies the attributes

of character, integrity and sportsmanship) Alexander Dejordy-Butler

Faculty-Staff Award (to a returning student who is deemed most likely to benefit from returning to Stanstead College and who exemplifies the

qualities of health, wisdom and integrity) Kaylee Bowen
Headmaster's Award (to an active and positive citizen in the Stanstead College community) Yuan Liu

Ashworth Scholarship (Awarded to a deserving local day student who consistently demonstrates effort and excels in some area of activity)

Ryan Fletcher

Allan Family Friendship Cup (Awarded to a student who has attended Stanstead College for at least one year and who has shown exceptional

friendship, camaraderie, kindness, and support to all members of the school community across age, gender, language, cultural, and other

boundaries) Robert Meisner

Grade 7 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 7) Andrew Bouchard

Grade 8 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 8) Emily Willis

Grade 9 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 9) Alexander Bimm
Birks Bronze Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 1 0) Samuel De Grace

Governor General's Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 1 1 )
Benjamin Clermont

Birks Silver Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 1 2) Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Wilder Shield (to the junior student with the most positive influence) Claudia Romero Thompson

Pitcher Memorial Prize, the school's highest award (to the student who has exerted the greatest influence for good)

Julia Gilpin & Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari



Ryan Dear TZyan

Fletcher
Congratldaffons on your success &Journey

atGtansteadCoffegef Life are so veryproud

ofyou ~ notjustfor whoyou have become,

butfor thepersonyou have ahvays been

Love,

Adorn, Connor, Ed£> Gratmnfe
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THE YEAR THROUGH YOUR EYES.



THIS
YEAR

YOUR TOP PICKS
Topics included in World Beat were selected

by students participating in a national survey.

WATCH IT ALL COME ALIVE
Augmented reality (AR) brings World Beat to life

on your iPhone®, iPad® and Android devices.

STEP 1:

If Jostens produces your yearbook, use the

Replaylt® app to launch the videos. Go to the

Replaylt "More” menu and touch "Augmented

Reality.” If you haven’t downloaded Replaylt,

visit the App Store. If Jostens doesn’t produce

your yearbook, download the Aurasma® app

from the App Store.

STEP 2:

Open app, search for

JostensWorldBeat,

and select “Follow.”

STEP 3: ^
Look for the symbol

and hold your device over

the adjacent headline in

each section to trigger the

videos. Watch and enjoy!

* Video content may not be available

in perpetuity.

HEADLINES
1 . LETHAL ATTACKS Homegrown attacks in Moncton, Quebec, and Ottawa’s

Parliament Hill rattle the nation and make headlines around the world.

2. ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER Thirteen years after terrorists destroyed

the original World Trade Center, a new 104-story tower opens in lower Manhattan.

3. MALALA YOUSAFZAI At age 1 7, the Pakistani activist receives the 2014

Nobel Peace Prize and is made an honorary citizen of Canada.

4. OIL PRICES Surplus production throughout North America and OPEC states

causes oil prices to plummet, resulting in historic low prices at the gas pumps.

5. SPACE PROBE The European Space Agency lands a small space probe on

the moving comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.

6. VIRGIN GALACTIC CRASH The spaceplane VSS Enterprise breaks apart

during a test flight and crashes into the ground in the Mojave Desert.

7. TIMBIT TAKEOVER Burger King Worldwide purchases Tim Hortons in a deal

worth over $12 billion.

8. EBOLA OUTBREAK Hospitals contend with several cases of the deadly

virus brought by travelers from West Africa and returning aid workers.

9. KURDS FLEE ISIS Syrian Kurdish refugees flee to Turkey to escape human

rights abuses, war crimes and ethnic cleansing conducted by the Islamic rebel

group ISIS.

FORBES MOST POWERFUL PEOPLE

1. VLADIMIR PUTIN: RUSSIA

2. BARACK OBAMA: UNITED STATES

3. XI JINPING: CHINA

4. POPE FRANCIS:

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

5. ANGELA MERKEL: GERMANY

6. JANET YELLEN: WASHINGTON, D.C.

7. BILL GATES:

BILL AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION

8. MARIO DRAGHI:

EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK

9. SERGEY BRIN AND LARRY PAGE: GOOGLE

10. DAVID CAMERON: UNITED KINGDOM

http://wvmforbes.eom/powerful-brands/list/#page:1_sort:0_

direction :asc_search

ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER 2
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Canadians embrace the global social media

campaign, raising $16.2 million to treat and cure amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)

Thanks, in part, to the success of The LEGO Movie,

LEGO surpasses giants like Mattel and Hasbro to become the world's biggest toy

company.

The new release of the popular basketball video game features a

contemporary soundtrack chosen by LeBron James.

The soft drink brand personalizes its cans with popular

phrases and first names among teens and millennials.

Users of these wearable HD video cameras record and share

breathtaking adventures, athletic feats and everyday dramas.

By bringing in almost $100 million in two years, the Internet’s

most famous cat earns more than many human celebrities, according to ABC News.

The health and fitness trackers surge in popularity among users of all

ages, as consumers clamour for personal data via wearable tech.

The high-protein/low-carb diet trend results in slump

ing cereal sales; manufacturers respond by adding more protein to their breakfast

products.

Researchers track the rising popularity of emojis among

Twitter users; the top five are Hearts, Joy, Unamused, Heart Eyes and Relaxed.

The edgy, rugged footwear is back in fashion

among teens, celebrities and fashionable bloggers.

LEGO LEAPS AHEAD 2
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2014 HIGHEST PAID ATHLETES

1 WORLD CUP

1. WORLD CUP Germany wins the FIFA World Cup by defeating Argentina

1-0 at the soccer championship tournament in Brazil.

2. STANLEY CUP The Los Angeles Kings win the coveted trophy for the second

time in three seasons, defeating the New York Rangers in double overtime.

3. IIHF CHAMPS At Air Canada Centre, Canada defeats Russia with a score of

5-4 to capture the team’s first World Junior Championship gold medal since 2009.

4. RORY MCILROY At age 25, the professional golfer from Northern Ireland

is the World Number One male player according to the Official World Golf Ranking.

5. WORLD SERIES In Game Seven, the San Francisco Giants defeat the

Kansas City Royals 3-2 and claim their third championship title in five years.

6. GREY CUP CHAMPS The Calgary Stampeders emerge victorious at the

102nd Grey Cup final in Vancouver, defeating the Hamilton Tiger-Cats 20-16.

7. SUPER BOWL XLIX In an exciting and hard-fought game, the New England

Patriots defeat the Seattle Seahawks by a score of 28-24 in the University of Phoe-

nix Stadium in Glendale, Arizona.

8. DEREK JETER After 20 seasons with the New York Yankees, the shortstop

plays the last game of his MLB career in Fenway Park against the Boston Red Sox.

9. TENNIS TALENTS At Wimbledon, Eugenie Bouchard is the first Canadian

to reach a Grand Slam final in singles; at No. 6 in the world, Milos Raonic is Tennis

Canada’s highest-ranking player.

1. FLOYD MAYWEATHER:$ 105 MILLION

2. CRISTIANO RONALDO: $80 MILLION

3. LEBRON JAMES: $72.3 MILLION

4. LIONEL MESSI: $64.7 MILLION

5. KOBE BRYANT: $61.5 MILLION

6. TIGER WOODS: $61.2 MILLION

7. ROGER FEDERER: $56.2 MILLION

8. PHIL MICKELSON: $53.2 MILLION

9. RAFAEL NADAL: $44.5 MILLION

10. MATT RYAN: $43.8 MILLION

http://www.forbes.com/athletes/

STANLEY CUP 2





TOP iTUNES DOWNLOADS
1 . MAROON The band crashes a Los Angeles wedding to surprise the lucky

couple and capture footage for their "Sugar” video.

2. ARIANA GRAN With a secret single on the new The Hunger Games:

Mockingjay-Part 1 soundtrack, and rumours of diva behaviour, this pop star is

more notorious than “Victorious."

3. TAYLOR SW Her new album, 1989, breaks sales records with 1 .2

million copies sold in the first week alone.

4. JOHN LEGE The soulful singer-songwriter teams up with Common

on "Glory,” for the soundtrack of Selma, the Martin Luther King biopic.

5. BEYOt The "Flawless” singer performs a 1 6-minute medley of every

song on her Beyonce album at the MTV Music Video Awards.

6. IGGY AZALEA After the rapper’s “Fancy” becomes the song of the summer,

fans follow her on the road and she’s afraid to drive fast enough to evade them.

7. ED SHE:.-.RAM The singer-songwriter from Liverpool is the year’s most-

streamed artist on Spotify and receives two Grammy nominations for his album X.

8. JUNO AWARDS Tegan and Sara win both Single of the Year and Group of the

Year, Arcade Fire wins Album of the Year, and Serena Ryder is named Artist of the

Year at the 2014 award gala.

9. SAM SMITH The 22-year-old Brit tops the charts with his debut album,

In the Lonely Hour, with sales of more than one million in North America and the UK.

These are the year's most popular content downloads,

according to Apple.

• ALBUM: FROZEN SOUNDTRACK

• MOVIE: FROZEN

• FAMILY MOVIE: THE LEGO MOVIE

• IPAD" APP: MINECRAFT

• IPHONE® APP: FACEBOOK MESSENGER

YOUNG ADULT BOOK:

THE FAULT IN OUR STARS

AUDIO BOOK: DIVERGENT

TV SHOW: GAME OF THRONES

BEST APP OF THE YEAR: ELEVATE

PODCAST: SERIAL

ARIANA GRANDE 2
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1. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXy A team of Marvel Comics superheroes
sets out to save the universe in this intergalactic adventure, starring Chris Pratt as

Peter Quill.

2. NIGHTAT THE MUSEUM: SECRET OF THE TOMB Historic wax
figures come to life in this hotly anticipated sequel, starring Ben Stiller and
Robin Williams.

3. INTO THE WOODS A wise witch, played by Meryl Streep, schools an

all-star cast of wayward fairy tale characters in this enchanting movie musical.

4. THE HUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAY - PART 1 Jennifer Lawrence
returns as Katniss Everdeen in the first of two movies based on the final book in

The Hunger Games trilogy.

5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE ARMIES The adventures

of Bilbo Baggins, Galadriel, Gandalf and Aragorn conclude in the third and
final installment.

6. THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING The real-life story of physicist Stephen
Hawking comes to the big screen, with Eddie Redmayne and Felicity Jones.

7. THE MAZE RUNNER A community of teenage boys find themselves in

a place surrounded by a huge maze with no memory of how they got there.

8. PITCH PERFECT The cast of the successful musical— including Anna
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Skylar Astin, and Brittany Snow— reunites for the sequel.

9. THE INTERVIE North Korean hackers breach Sony’s network to suppress

this movie comedy starring Seth Rogen and James Franco as bumbling, would-be

assassins of Kim Jong-un.

2014 HIGHEST-GROSSING MOVIES

1 . TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION :

OVER $1 BILLION
2. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY:

$772.7 MILLION
3. MALEFICENT: $757.8 MILLION
4. X-MEN: DAYS OFFUTURE PAST:

$748.1 MILLION
5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE

ARMIES: $743.2 MILLION
6. CAPTAINAMERICA: THE WINTER

SOLDIER: $714.1 MILLION
7. THEAMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2:

$709 MILLION
8. DAWN OF THE PLANET OF THE APES:

$708.8 MILLION
9. THEHUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAY -

PARTI: $697 MILLION
10. INTERSTELLAR: $660.6 MILLION

http://www.businessinsider.com/highest-grossing-movies-

201 4-201 4-1 2# 1 -transformers-age-of-extinction-over-1 -billion-1
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1 TWITTER

SOCIAL MEDIA
Katy Perry reigns as the most followed person on Twitter, with

more than 60 million followers.

With nearly five billion views, Rihanna has the most-viewed

YouTube channel of any pop star.

Despite making numerous controversial statements in his videos,

Nash Grier, age 17, is the most popular user on the sharing service.

With 103,008,884 likes, Portuguese soccer player Cristiano

Ronaldo is almost as popular as Shakira, who leads with 105,962,307.

After the social networking service deleted fake accounts

from their site, Kim Kardashian emerged as Instagram’s most-followed person.

According to the streaming music service, Pharrell Williams’

“Happy” was the most-streamed song in the world.

At public appearances and red carpet events, fans clamour to

appear in smartphone photos with their favourite celebrities.

By offering full seasons of popular TV shows, as well as exclusive

original programming, the on-demand streaming service surges in popularity.

TOP 10 YOUTUBE VIDEOS

Here are the most popular videos as compiled

by CNN.com.

1. "MUTANT GIANT SPIDER DOG”

2. NIKE FOOTBALL (SOCCER) AD

3. “FIRST KISS”

4. NUN CONTESTANT ON
THE VOICE OF ITALY

5. “IPHONE 6 PLUS BEND TEST”

6. HIP-HOP KIDS ON BRITAIN'S GOT TALENT

1. BUDWEISER “PUPPY LOVE” AD

8. "DEVIL BABY ATTACK”

9. “GOKU VS. SUPERMAN”

10. “10 HOURS WALKING IN NYC
AS A WOMAN”

YOUTUBE 2
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1. ROGERS NHL DEAL In a historic agreement, the media company pays

$5.23 billion for national rights to all NHL matches, including the Stanley Cup

Playoffs and Finals, on all platforms in all languages.

2. ORPHAN BL With its devoted global fan base and dozens of

awards, the science-fiction drama, shot on location in Toronto, is one of

Canada’s most popular and critically acclaimed exports.

3. THE WALKING DEAD The zombie horror series on AMC is more

popular than ever in its fifth season.

4. CANADIAN R E At Canadian reality shows such as Big Brother

Canada and TheAmazing Race Canada continue to top the ratings attracting

millions of viewers.

5. CHAS i
; G Italia Ricci stars as April Carver, a 24-year-old journalist

with leukemia in the drama series on the ABC Family network.

6. THE VOIC; Adam Levine, Blake Shelton, Gwen Stefani and Pharrell

Williams coach aspiring pop stars in Season 7.

7 . THE FOSTERl The drama series on the ABC Family network, attracts

a sizeable audience and numerous awards.

8. STAR WARS REBELS Aboard a freighter starship, insurgents stage

a rebellion against the Galactic Empire in the animated series.

9. PRETTY LITTLE LIARS The ABC Family network renews the mystery

drama series for a sixth and seventh season.

2014 INFLUENTIAL TEENS

Time Magazine announces its Most Influential

Teens of 2014

MO’NE DAVIS, 13

SASHA OBAMA, 13, AND MALIA OBAMA, 16

KIERNAN SHIPKA, 14

JAZZ JENNINGS, 14

FLYNN MCGARRY, 15

ERIK FINMAN, 15

NASH GRIER, 16

RICO RODRIGUEZ, 16

CIARA JUDGE, 16

EMER HICKEY, 17

SOPHIE HEALY-THOW, 17

ORPHAN BLACK 2





1. VANS Endorsements by star skateboarders reinforce the laid-back,

California-casual vibe of this sneaker brand.

2. BEATS High price tags are no deterrents for fans of the colourful, bass-heavy,

on-ear headphones.

3. NIKE The sports outfitter is the most popular clothing brand among teens and

millennials.

4. PACSUN Kendall & Kylie, the Kardashian/Jenner family’s teen clothing line,

helps this fashion retailer to attract teen shoppers.

5. APPLE The maker of the iPhone® and the iPad® is the favourite tech brand in

the teen market.

6. UNDER ARMOUR Serious athletes (and those who want to look like them)

are willing to pay premium prices for this high-performance athletic apparel brand.

FORBES MOST VALUABLE BRANDS

1. APPLE: $124.2 BILLION

2. MICROSOFT: $63 BILLION

3. GOOGLE: $56.6 BILLION

4. COCA-COLA: $56.1 BILLION

5. IBM: $47.9 BILLION

6. MCDONALD'S: $39.9 BILLION

7. GENERAL ELECTRIC: $37.1 BILLION

8. SAMSUNG: $35 BILLION

9. TOYOTA: $31.3 BILLION

10. LOUIS VUITTON: $29.9 BILLION

http://www.forbes.eom/powerful-brands/list/#page:1 _sort:0_

direction:asc_searchUNDER ARMOUR

PHOTO CREDITS: AP/Gene J. Puskar, iStock/NoDerog, Shutterstock/Teguh Mujiono, AP/Mark Zaleski, Savostyanov Sergei/ITAR-TASS Photo/Co rbis, Eric Cheng/Barcroft Media/Landov, Getty/NBC NewsWire, AP/Richard Drew, Dan Harr/

Splash News/Corbis, Getty/Timur Emek, Rachel Megawhat/Demotix/Corbis, AP Photo, Aristidis Vafeiadakis/ZUMA Press/Corbis, Evan Agostini/Invision/AP, Getty/Winter/PMA201 4, Getty/Kevin Kane, Joe Stevens/Retna Ltd./Corbis, Getty/
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:Andreas Alexopoulos • ^'Moisc Amani • Nicolas Arel • Koki Asami • Jeffrey PoCheeAu •

"•""TP^iando Aytia^aspa'Ui > Edrnoni^^;A2^ • Grant Baird • Kari Belec * Antoine Belisle ;* Eachelle-:-

Bergeron • Ian Bissonnette * Lon Kian Botton • Kim Lie Bottom

| Andrew:B<^^ Bwri|ue r
•• Nicholas Bowen • Kaylee Bowen • ColeBrazeau • Bradley (

Bruld*Jhdrei BucateNvpam Buck-Thompson • Katerina Bukolska • Nicholas Burleson • Erin Butter-^
-:

Bret Butler • Marisol Calva Xolalpa • Charlotte Canonne * Tyler Carruthers • Lyanne Carruthers •

,; : Aiatthew Chan • Yeming Chang • Kai-Ling(Kareen)Chen • Chao*Te (Bob) Chen • Yinjia (Angela) Cheng

-

« PuiYuen Cheung • Kayla Clarke • Benjamin Clermont • Chanelle Coates • Shayla Coates • Eduardo

Coindreau • Lara Cooper • Liam Cosgrove • Axel Cote * Zackary Crawford • Mya Daigle • Blake Dalton
;

• Sydney Davis • AmandaDe Grace • Samuel De Grace * Alexander Dejordy-Butler • Jeremy Descheneaux

• Stephanie Desjardins • Tessa Dobson * Jacob Ducharme • DanielDumont • Filip Dusek • Namsraidorj

(NamkaJ Eldev-Ochir • Charles-Emmanuei Fall • Ryan Fletcher • Connor Fletcher • Alexandr (Sasha)

Gapich • Marlie Gaudioso * Elizabeth Gaudreau • Julia Gilpin • Bruno Granados Contreras • Meagan

Grant Taylor Gratton • Shifii Guan • Karina Guerrera • Julia Guo • Mengyuau (Miko) Hao • Kiefer

Hayward • Chang (Robert) He • Mariano Herrerra Aguirre • Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari • Yihong

(Trevor) Huang • Peng Yi Huang • Misha Hubacek • WillHuckins • HansHuebener • Vincent Illuzzi •_

Morgan Ireland • Anton Isaev • DavidJankowski • Xinhui (Chilly)Jiang • Arianejulien • Hidenobu Kaga

• Ian Kemp * Timur Khafizov • IndiaKitchen • Xavier Koontz Miller • Inkar Kydyralina • Sarah-Maude

Labrecque-Garneau • Ashley Langevin • Jordan Laroche • William Lebel • Ho (Leo) Lee Yousef LePabiC

• Maximilian Lergon • Jeffrey Liao x • Alexander Liddell-Grainger •

Grenville Lines • Yuan Liu • YiZhi /\ (Alice) Liu • GuoyaoMa • Ru Hao

(Rocky) Ma • Jiajia Ma • Leslie I | 1 I W MacKinnon • Alyssa MacPherson •

Bhum (Gene) Maneechawakajone / . I I I J
• Marie-Soleil Marquis • Vincent

Martel • Chiara Masotto-Prevost • an V/ JL Calista McNicol • Robert Meisner •

UlysseMerat • Frederic Migneault • ^ Maude Migneault • Yaqian

(Angelina) Mo • Jorge Mondragon Gomez Tagle • Andres Montalvo Gasperin • Alejandro Moreno Santa

Rosa • Kyle Morin • RominaGabrielaMucinoLamont • Juan Alejandro MucinoLamont • Ines Muhlleitner

• Abigail Murray • RyokaNagai • Judith Neeposh • Ba Nam Nguyen • Jordan Norris • AdilOuahbi •

Kayla Oueilet • Drew Packman • Michaela Pejzlova • Caleb Perez • Jordyn Pimm • Auston Plotkin •

Rosemarie Poulin • Maude Poulin-Labelle • Genevieve Quirion • Samantha Rhainds • Francesca Richardi

• Jasmine Richter • Ethan Rist • Vanessa Rodriguez Gasperin • ClaudiaThompson • Brandon Saarloos *

Nathan Sanderson • Theresa Schachner • Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras • Sagira Segovia Machado • Leysan

Shafigullina • Zihan (Becky) Shen • Man Hin (Martin) Siu • Benjamin Smith • RushawnJermaine Smith

• Alexandra Smith • Anna Smith • Timothy Smith • Sadie Smith • Samantha Smith • Christopher Smith

• Dong Hyun (Carson) Son • Guilherme Sperotto • Madyson St-Pierre • Mackenzy St-Pierre • Liam Stagg

• Andrew Stevens • SumomoSusuta • RinaTakahashi • MomokoTakaoka • AkimasaTakeda • Patricio

Tamayo De La Hoz • Antulio Tamayo De La Hoz • Li Yang (Eric) Tang • Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng • Anna

Thinphang-Nga • Theodore Thomas • Adolfo Tolentino Enriquez • Samuel Tolentino Enriquez • Jordana

Toporek Gomez • Matthew Salomon Trnkus * Yiheng T\i • Telmen Uurtsaikh • Chloe Van Dyke • Erkka

Vanska • Varitha Vungsuntitum • William Walker • Shengbo (Sheila) Wang • Ziren Wang • Li-Ming

(Devin) Wang • Emily Willis • Ricarda Wingler • Susannah Wolfe • John Wood-Downey • David

Wood-Downey • Pei-Lien (Amy) Wu • Shuang (Amber) Wu • Sebastian Wustrow • Hiromu Yamawaki *

Yanhao (Tony) Yang • Huiyuan (Selina) Yang • Xinyu (Helen) Yao • Yuhi Yoshikawa •

Patrick Young • James Zanca • Mikael Zarife • Tianhong Zhang • Junwen Zheng


